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A magnificent astronomer
‘Magnificent and desirable astronomer’ was how John
Reid of the University of Aberdeen described his
Scottish countryman David Gill (1843–1914) in a
paper presented at the International Conference on the
History of Physics in 2014, the centenary of Gill’s
death. Reid was making a play on the less flattering
description ‘magnificent and detestable astronomer’
applied to the great but unlovable French astronomer
Urbain Le Verrier. Both Gill and Le Verrier feature in
this issue of The Antiquarian Astronomer, Le Verrier as
instigator of the hunt for Vulcan and Gill as a prime
mover of the Carte du Ciel.
In his conference presentation, Reid ranked Gill as
the foremost British astronomer of the late 19th and
early 20th centuries. Perhaps because Gill worked in
the southern hemisphere, the full extent of his
contributions are not always appreciated in his
homeland today. He was a more natural successor to
longtime Astronomer Royal George Airy than the
man who did eventually ascend to the post, William
Christie. Given their similar painstaking attention to
detail and wide range of scientific accomplishments,
Gill might be considered the ‘southern Airy’.

Gill emerges as a very modern astronomer, actively
promoting international cooperation; in modern
parlance, he was a great networker. Indeed, the Carte
du Ciel collaboration was the forerunner of the
International Astronomical Union.
There is even a little-known scientific link between Gill
and the anomalous motion of Mercury that defeated
Le Verrier: in the late 1880s and early 1890s Gill made
an extensive set of observations of Mercury, from
which Simon Newcomb was able to calculate the
anomalous precession of Mercury’s perihelion as 43
arc seconds per century, a value eventually explained
by Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity.
Widely respected as an astronomer, Gill was also wellliked as a man – as Reid put it, ‘he was magnificent in
his achievements and desirable in person’.

As well as turning the Cape Observatory into the finest
observatory in the southern hemisphere, Gill was a
pioneer of astrophotography and one of the initiators
of the immensely ambitious (some might say overly
ambitious) Carte du Ciel project to produce an all-sky
photographic atlas and catalogue, the subject of Paul
Haley’s paper Entente céleste: David Gill, Ernest Mouchez,
and the Cape and Paris Observatories that starts on page 13.
Cover: David Gill and his wife Isobel sit outside the entrance to the
Cape Observatory with two unidentified persons; these are likely to be
Gill’s younger sister and brother, Margaret and Patrick, who visited
the Cape in 1881. (Courtesy Brian Warner)
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From the Editor
Urbain Le Verrier’s prediction of the existence of the planet Neptune, based on the perturbations of Uranus, was
a spectacular vindication of Newtonian dynamics. But when Le Verrier turned his attentions to the errant ways of
the innermost planet, Mercury, the outcome was rather different. His prediction of an unknown body between
Mercury and the Sun was not borne out by observation, despite concerted searches by astronomers at successive
total eclipses. This unexpected failure was, ironically, the first step in the overthrow of Newtonian dynamics that
had initially served Le Verrier so well, and ultimately led to Albert Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity.
November 2015 marked the centennial of Einstein’s solution of the anomalous motion of Mercury. As our tribute
to the centenary, this issue of The Antiquarian Astronomer opens with a paper from Bill Sheehan and Tony Misch
tracing the history of the problem with Mercury’s orbit and the exciting, if ultimately unfulfilled, hopes that its
solution might lead to the discovery of an intra-Mercurial planet.
Starting on page 13, SHA member Paul Haley offers us the second part of his history of the career of David
Gill, providing new insights into his collaboration with Ernest Mouchez of Paris Observatory on the international
Carte du Ciel project. Joe LaCour, an instrument maker, and SHA founder-member David Sellers describe how
they reconstructed the first screw micrometer for astronomical use from contemporary accounts. Louise Devoy
and Agathe Daronnat of the Royal Observatory Greenwich introduce us to a hitherto unknown lunar observer of
last century, and tell us about their efforts to preserve his recently discovered drawings of lunar craters.
As ever, the Editor is pleased to receive ideas for future contributions from members and non-members alike.

Ian Ridpath

About the Society for the History of Astronomy
The Society for the History of Astronomy (SHA) was formed in June 2002 with three main aims:
•
To provide a forum for those with an interest in the history of astronomy and related subjects;
•

To promote the history of astronomy by academics, educators, amateur astronomers, and local historians;

•

To encourage research into the history of astronomy, especially research by amateurs, and to facilitate its
collation, interpretation, preservation, publication, and dissemination.

To implement these aims, the Society organizes regular meetings and publishes its twice-yearly SHA Bulletin and an
annual Journal, The Antiquarian Astronomer. These provide opportunities to publish research by members and others
into any aspect of the history of astronomy and related subjects. Because most members are amateur astronomers
and amateur historians, much of their research is likely to be outside the scope of professional journals.
Papers for The Antiquarian Astronomer should contain original research, new interpretation, insights of material
in the public domain, or bring to a wider audience material of limited availability or that is available only in
dispersed locations. Papers offered to The Antiquarian Astronomer should not have been previously published and are
subject to external peer review. Back issues of The Antiquarian Astronomer appear on the SAO/NASA Astrophysics
Data System (ADS) two years after publication; to access them, go to http://adsabs.harvard.edu/bib_abs.html
and type our official abbreviation, antas, into the box marked Journal Name/Code.
The Society also publishes a Bulletin which usually appears twice per year. The scope of the Bulletin
includes, but is not necessarily limited to: news and developments in the history of astronomy, meeting reports,
articles, obituaries, book reviews, and members’ letters. Articles for the Bulletin can be on any aspect of the history
of astronomy and are usually up to 2000 words in length. They normally do not contain significant new research
(such research should be published in The Antiquarian Astronomer) and are not peer reviewed. Contributions for the
Observatory Scrapbook series are particularly welcome; these items consist of a brief description (typically 500
words or fewer) and an illustration of some historical observatory. It is prudent to discuss contributions for the
Bulletin, particularly book reviews, with the Editor(s) in advance to avoid duplication. Addresses can be found on
the inside back cover.
Timely information, particularly about forthcoming events, both SHA and other, is communicated to
members via the quarterly eNews, which most members will receive by email.
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A special centennial:
Mercury, Vulcan, and an early triumph
for General Relativity
William Sheehan and Tony Misch
The discovery of the outer planet Neptune in 1846, based on the calculated
position published by Urbain Jean Joseph Le Verrier, has been described as the
zenith of Newtonian mechanics. However, when Le Verrier attempted to extend
Newton’s gravitational theory to the innermost planet, Mercury, he found a small
unexplained discrepancy: an anomalous precession of the perihelion of Mercury,
later calculated as 43″.0 per century. Applying the same assumption as had
succeeded with Neptune, Le Verrier proposed the existence of an intra-Mercurial
planet or a ring of debris. Yet observational searches for Vulcan were unsuccessful. The anomalous precession of the perihelion of Mercury was finally explained
by Albert Einstein in 1915 in terms of the General Theory of Relativity, and
provided one of the first confirmations of the theory’s correctness.
had claimed his attention, publishing an initial paper,
Détermination nouvelle de l’orbite de Mercure et de ses perturbations, in 1843. Here he expressed reservations about
subduing the errant planet without first recasting the
tables of the Sun’s apparent motion (and, since the
apparent motion of the Sun was a reflection of the
Earth’s motion, the motion of the Earth itself). A highlight of his subsequent book, Théorie du Mouvement de
Mercure, published in 1845, was a prediction for the
transit of 1845 May 8, which would be partially visible
from France and entirely from North America.

1. A perihelion problem
Urbain Jean Joseph Le Verrier died of cancer of the
liver on 1877 September 23, thirty-one years to the day
after Johann Galle had first sighted the planet Neptune
within a degree of the position that Le Verrier had
calculated. He was by then the most celebrated astronomer in France, and quite possibly the world.1
Unsurpassed master of the abstruse empire of
celestial mechanics, his almost superhuman calculations
into the mutual perturbations of the planets had not
only succeeded in extending the outer frontier of the
Solar System but also revealed an unsolved mystery on
the inner one. The unsolved mystery represented the
only evident failure of Le Verrier’s vast enterprise. As is
often the case in science, the failure would prove more
interesting, and more productive, than the successes.
The problem of the motions of Mercury, the innermost planet to the Sun and consequently the most
difficult to observe, had dogged astronomers ever since
the time of Ptolemy. The tables of the planet’s motion
were especially inaccurate when it came to predicting
the planet’s transits across the Sun. Those for the 1707
transit were a day in error; those of La Hire and Halley
for the 1753 transit were wrong by many hours; while
Lalande’s tables for the 1786 event were early by 53
minutes, as a result of which all the astronomers in
Paris except Delambre had abandoned their telescopes
prematurely.
Le Verrier had made a preliminary attempt on the
problem even before the wayward motion of Uranus
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1.1. An unexplained displacement
The most noteworthy observations of the 1845 transit
of Mercury were made by Ormsby Macknight Mitchel,
using the 11-inch (0.28-m) Merz equatorial of the
Cincinnati Observatory. Mitchel reported that ‘within
16 seconds of the computed time, did the planet touch
the solar disc, at the precise point at which theory had
indicated the first contact would occur’.2
What seemed to Mitchel a miraculously accurate
prediction so shattered Le Verrier’s confidence in his
tables that he immediately stopped their publication,
even though they were being typeset by the Bureau des
Longitudes.
Not yet ready to begin the wider investigations into
the Sun’s motion that he had mooted in 1843, and
soon distracted by other problems – including the
errant motion of Uranus, which would gain him
immortality – he set Mercury aside for the time being.
In fact, he would not return to it again until 1849.

2
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leading to the discovery of Neptune,4 Le Verrier
invoked the existence of a small amount of additional
mass inside the orbit of Mercury. It would have to be
sufficient to account for the excess motion of the perihelion of Mercury, but not so great as to produce an
effect on the planet’s nodes or on the motions of Venus
or the Earth. What could this unknown mass be?
If it were a planet at a mean distance from the Sun
of, say, 0.17 au, to produce the observed effect on
Mercury’s perihelion it would have to be of similar
mass to Mercury itself. But as Le Verrier realized, such
a planet would outshine Mercury. He asked: ‘How could
a planet, extremely bright and always near the Sun, fail
to have been recognized during a total eclipse? And
would not such a planet pass in transit between the Sun
and Earth, and thereby make its presence known?’ 5
It seemed so improbable that Le Verrier rejected the
notion, at least for the time being. Instead he thought it
more likely that the mass was in the form of a ring of
small bodies between Mercury and the Sun – an inner
asteroid belt, in other words.
Le Verrier published his conjecture on 1859
September 12 in a letter to his colleague Hervé Faye,
the secretary of the Paris Academy of Sciences. In it, he
urged astronomers to keep a close watch on the disk of
the Sun and to scrutinize even the tiniest spot in the
event it might prove to be not a sunspot at all but a
planet in transit. Faye, for his part, suggested that the
best time to look for such a planet might be during a
total eclipse. The next favourable opportunity for
European astronomers was less than a year away, on
1860 July 16, when the path of totality would cross
Spain.

Fig. 1: Urbain Le Verrier (1811–77) still dominates French
astronomy in the form of this statue that stands imperiously outside
the entrance to Paris Observatory. (Météo-France)

Then he would grapple with it for another ten years
before finally publishing his definitive results.
Only in 1859, the year of Darwin’s Origin of Species
and Kirchhoff and Bunsen’s three laws of spectroscopy,
did Le Verrier let his reworked memoir on Mercury go
to press. The result, in a word, was stunning. For even
after taking everything into account, Mercury was, quite
simply, not moving quite as it ought to do according to
the Newtonian law of gravitation. A small discrepancy
stubbornly and exasperatingly remained, due neither
to observational errors nor to incorrect terms in the
perturbation theory.
Le Verrier was confident enough to announce that
the discrepancy was quite real. The perihelion of
Mercury’s elliptical orbit was precessing around the Sun
at a rate slightly faster than predicted. In Le Verrier’s
own words: ‘In a century Mercury’s perihelion turns
not merely 527″ as a result of the combined actions of
the other planets, as [Newtonian] theory requires, but
rather 527″ + 38″. There is, then, with the perihelion
of Mercury, a progressive displacement reaching 38″
per century, and this is not explained.’ 3

2. A bolt from the blue: Dr Lescarbault
Just before New Year’s Day 1860, a doctor and
amateur astronomer of Orgères-en-Beauce, Edmond
Modeste Lescarbault, wrote to Le Verrier, claiming to
have already observed just such a moving spot as Le
Verrier had proposed. He had done so, he said, from
his small private observatory the previous March 26.
It was never entirely clear why he had waited so
long to communicate the observation, nor why he
overcame his hesitation only after reading an article in
Cosmos, a journal edited by the Abbé François Moigno,
which summarized Le Verrier’s calculations. But then
Lescarbault was, as a contemporary described him, ‘a
bit of a dreamer’.
Lescarbault had been keeping an eye on the Sun in
the hope of recording a small transiting planet ever
since 1837.6 On receiving the letter, a sceptical Le
Verrier set out from Paris to the small village, and
knocked imperiously at the doctor’s door. Assured after
his interview of the doctor’s integrity and the soundness
of his methods, Le Verrier returned to Paris convinced
that the intra-Mercurial planet had been seen. He

1.2. An intra-Mercurial mass?
Following a line of reasoning similar to that which he
had used to analyse the discordant motions of Uranus,
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Fig. 2 (left): Edmond Modeste Lescarbault (1814–94), a French
doctor and amateur astronomer, claimed to have observed the intraMercurial planet Vulcan in 1859. (Denis Canguilhem)
Fig. 3 (above): Lescarbault’s observatory at his home in Orgèresen-Beauce, about 80 km southwest of Paris, from a contemporary
picture postcard.

calculated an orbit for it and even gave it a name,
Vulcan.
Although Le Verrier was to remain a believer until
the end of his life, Lescarbault’s Vulcan was never seen
again. What he might have seen remains a mystery.
The great French popularizer of astronomy Camille
Flammarion, who was hostile to Le Verrier, explained
the observation away as due to an error of the crudest
kind. His explanation, however, placed the observation
in the morning whereas Lescarbault had observed in
the evening. Another astronomer hostile to Le Verrier,
Emmanuel Liais, professed to have been observing the
Sun from Brazil at the exact moment Lescarbault
made his observation but had not seen anything out of
the ordinary. Nothing is certain in this story.7
Perhaps this is fitting, since Vulcan belongs more in
the realm of myth than of reality. It would, writes
Richard Baum,
launch astronomers on an extraordinary quest:
the hunt for the planet of romance. A pursuit
which, in its twists of circumstance, parallels the
large body of stories about lost riches that
mushroomed in the South-Western states of
North America following the Spanish entrada;
stories of searches for lost gold and silver mines
and other treasure which have since become an
integral part of regional folklore. Someone makes
a discovery then loses it and is haunted for the
rest of his or her life trying to find it. Such a
strand folklorists classify a ‘motif’, defined as ‘the
smallest element in a story having the power to
persist in tradition’. This is the nature of
Lescarbault’s legacy. It is an adventure, not for
wealth or material gain, but in ideas – the
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intellectual equivalent of the myth-building
process that stirs the imagination and causes the
loquacious to fantasize and exaggerate, as did
those who motivated the Conquistador Francisco
Vasquez Coronado (1510–1554) with richly
adorned accounts of the fabulous but mythical
Seven Cities of Cibola.8

3. Vulcan’s last stand
The 1860 eclipse in Spain came and went, with no
Vulcan being seen.9 Neither did it show up at subsequent eclipses, such as the Great Indian Eclipse of
1868 August 18 or the North American eclipse of 1869
August 7–8.
What might be termed ‘Vulcan’s Last Stand’ came
at the Great North American Eclipse of 1878 July 29,
the last total eclipse of the Sun visible from the United
States in the 19th century. The Moon’s shadow cut a
majestic swath across the vast western United States
before passing into the Gulf of Mexico between
Galveston and New Orleans.
The most sensational results were obtained by a
University of Michigan astronomer named James
Craig Watson. Born in Canada in 1838, Watson spent
his first twelve years on a farm before his father moved
the family to Ann Arbor, Michigan. There he worked
in a small factory and studied to become, at the age of
15, a student at the University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor.
Drawn to astronomy, he built a 4-inch refractor
and devoted himself to mastering Laplace’s Mécanique
céleste. He soon gained a reputation as a rapid and

4
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reliable computer of comet and minor planet orbits.
His amazing fluency in calculations allowed him for
many years to supplement his income, and incur the
envy of lesser-endowed astronomers, by moonlighting
as an insurance actuary.
Watson became a full professor of astronomy at 21,
and director of the observatory at 24. Within a matter
of weeks he discovered an asteroid, Eurynome. The
euphoria proved addictive, and henceforth the discovery
of minor planets became his main passion.
Inevitably he became a competitor, and eventually
a bitter rival, of Christian Heinrich Friedrich Peters of
Hamilton College, then the leading American discoverer of minor planets. Both were sometimes difficult
personalities. Watson was generous in his own circle,
but did not seek out friends: ‘for the ordinary forms of
social intercourse he had not taste, and he held aloof
from them, giving to his work hours that others spent
in recreation’.10
Peters was a notorious curmudgeon with an unfortunate affinity for litigation. It is perhaps a comment on
contemporary opinion that the biographical memoir of
him for the National Academy of Sciences, usually
submitted shortly after a member’s death by a close
colleague and often expressing considerable affection,
remained unwritten for over a century, when coauthor Sheehan finally removed it from the backlog.11
A clash between the two was inevitable. When it
came, it came over Vulcan.
Fig. 4: The total eclipse of 1878 on the front cover of the August 24
edition of Harper’s Weekly, as seeen from the Rocky Mountains in
Colorado. ‘Vulcan managed to hide himself from our scrutiny,’
reported the Harper’s correspondent, St George Stanley.

4. The Great 1878 Eclipse
Watson had long believed in Vulcan. He had corresponded with Le Verrier about it, and had observed
the Sun’s disk at times when Le Verrier had predicted
transits of the planet, with negative results. The 1878
eclipse, due to last not quite three minutes, seemed to
offer a better chance of success. Watson planned to
sweep near the Sun, which would lie in Cancer at the
time, with a 4-inch refractor borrowed from the
Michigan State Normal School at Ypsilanti (now
Eastern Michigan University).12
He took the train from Ann Arbor to Rawlins,
Wyoming, a rough frontier town that would lie on the
centreline of totality. It was bustling with astronomers,
among them Simon Newcomb, recently appointed
director of the U.S. Nautical Almanac office, who had
searched for intra-Mercurial planets at the 1869
eclipse. Even Thomas Edison was there, along with
one of his inventions, a pocket-sized device for measuring infrared radiation he called a tasimeter.
On the day of the eclipse, July 29, high winds in
Rawlins persuaded Newcomb and Watson to try their
luck at an isolated Union Pacific rail stop nearby called
Separation, at an elevation of 6,901 feet. Even in its
prime, it consisted of only a wooden water tower, a rail
siding, and a few small wooden buildings where the
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station agent lived and worked, but there was accommodation for the astronomers. About three-quarters of
a mile east of the station a semicircular sand dune, 15
feet high, furnished an admirable protection from the
winds to the south and west. It was there that the
planet-searchers set up their instruments.
Although Separation died not long after the eclipse,
abandoned when the Union Pacific shifted its track
south, co-author Sheehan found a few remains when
he visited the site in 2006. It was still possible to make
out the dune where Watson set up his telescope.
Otherwise, the place is bleak and forlorn, surrounded
by a rough alkali plain. It would be hard to imagine a
more desolate scene.
4.1. Sweeping for Vulcan
Watson, who was never inclined to be modest about
his abilities, had in advance of the eclipse committed to
memory the positions of all the stars to seventh
magnitude in a search zone centred on the Sun, 15°
long by 1½° wide. In addition, because the telescope
was not ideally suited to the task, he had to improvise.

5
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Although mounted equatorially, it was not furnished
with setting circles. He made up for the deficiency by
placing upon the axes circles covered with white
cardboard over which he mounted a pointer with a
knife edge, intending to mark with a pencil the position
of any suspicious object.
Even before totality, Watson had begun sweeping
east and west of the Sun with an eyepiece magnifying
45 times. When totality began, he placed the Sun in
the middle of the field and began moving the telescope
slowly and uniformly. He retraced his path, then
moved the telescope one field to the south and began
sweeping again.
He encountered δ Cancri and other known stars.
He then re-centred on the Sun and swept in the same
manner to the west. As he did so, between the Sun and
θ Cancri he came across, as he recalled, ‘a ruddy star
whose magnitude I estimated to be 4½. It was fully a
magnitude brighter than θ Cancri, which I saw at the
same time, and it did not exhibit any elongation, such
as might be expected if it were a comet’. (He later
contradicted this statement, claiming that even at 45×
it had a perceptible disk.) He marked its position on his
circles and recorded the chronometer time before
resuming his sweep.
Several degrees west of the Sun he encountered
another, even brighter star, ‘also ruddy in appearance’,

and marked its position on the circles. Seized with
excitement, he ran over to Newcomb, ‘in hopes that he
might … get a place of the strange star which I had
first observed’, but Newcomb was occupied in reading
off his setting circles the position of a star he had in the
field and could not be disturbed.
The object Newcomb was intent on measuring with
such diligence was north of the Sun, and proved to be
an ordinary star, whereas Watson’s two strange objects
were both south of the Sun. He later conceded that,
while one might be a known star, the other was certainly
a stranger. Newcomb could not help reflecting afterwards, ‘It is of course now a matter of great regret that
I did not let my own object go and point on Professor
Watson’s.’ By the time Watson returned to his telescope, totality was over.
Against the suddenly brightened sky, Watson was
unable to recover his second object, and therefore could
not say for sure whether it was a known star (ζ Cancri)
or not. Of the first ruddy star, he was sure: it was not a
known star, and he had the record of the paper circles,
carefully inspected by Newcomb and Lockyer in situ, to
prove it.
There was nothing more to do but await the results
of observers elsewhere along the eclipse track. In the
end, the only seeming confirmation of Watson’s
supposed planet came from Lewis Swift, a well-known

Fig. 5: Astronomers gathered at Rawlins, Wyoming, for the total solar eclipse of 1878 July 29. James C. Watson of the University of
Michigan is the bearded figure sixth from right. Watson’s observations of two unidentified stars near the eclipsed Sun cemented his belief in an
intra-Mercurial planet. Thomas Edison stands with arms folded second from right. (Carbondale County Museum, Rawlins, Wyoming)
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Fig. 6 (left): James C. Watson (1838–80) became director of the
University of Wisconsin’s Washburn Observatory in 1879. There
he built a subterranean telescope to search for Vulcan without the
need for an eclipse, but died before it could be completed.
Fig. 7 (above): Watson’s Vulcan telescope was housed in the small
building downslope from the main observatory. (Department of
Astronomy, University of Wisconsin–Madison)

discoverer of comets from Rochester, New York, who
observed the eclipse from Denver. He offered a tantalizing report of two stars of about 5th magnitude, about
eight minutes of arc apart. Although one was identified as θ Cancri, the other was unknown. Swift added:
‘I have no doubt that the unknown star is an intraMercurial planet’.
Watson was disposed to claim this observation as
decisive. ‘I do not know whether he obtained anything
more than an estimate of the position,’ he wrote to
Lockyer, ‘but the place in which it is reported that he
saw the planet agrees with my observation. This
corroboration is peculiarly fortunate, considering the
negative results of other observers.’

Peters had been following developments closely and
was ready to strike. He published a devastating paper,
‘Some critical remarks on so-called intra-Mercurial
planet observations’, in Astronomische Nachrichten.13 This
paper has been described by Joseph Ashbrook as ‘a
strange blend of sharp insight and utter tactlessness’.14
Peters’s main point was that Watson had overestimated the accuracy of his paper-circle method for
measuring the positions of stars. The lack of a telescope
with proper setting circles, Peters declared, had been
Watson’s downfall. ‘The marking was done in the dim
light of the total eclipse, or with lamplight,’ he said.
‘Either the slightest touch would bend the pointer, the
flexible brass wire, a little to the side, or a parallax of
some amount was unavoidable. The marking had to be
done expeditiously and with a certain hurry.’ Under
the circumstances, errors were inevitable, and Peters
concluded that Watson had observed θ and ζ Cancri,
‘nothing else’.
Peters’s arguments prevailed, and a few years later
the great Irish historian of astronomy, Agnes M. Clerke,
issued her verdict: ‘The most feasible explanation of the
puzzle seems to be that Watson and Swift merely saw
each the same stars in Cancer: haste and excitement
doing the rest’.15
Occasionally someone muses that perhaps Watson’s
observation was too easily given up, and that he might
really have seen something – a Sun-grazing comet, for
instance, a suggestion that began with Lewis Swift.16
But the circumstances of the observation seem too

4.2. A profusion of errors
Unfortunately, closer scrutiny introduced doubts.
Watson discovered several errors leading to corrections
in the positions of the stars that he had observed. By
late August, these revisions had led him to announce
that the second object, which he had supposed to be ζ
Cancri, could not be that star after all. Instead, it too
must also be an intra-Mercurial planet.
Meanwhile, Swift published additional information
about his observations, which introduced further
difficulties. After making the necessary revisions, his
positions were found to be incompatible with Watson’s.
Instead of one planet or even two, it now seemed that
Watson and Swift had between them observed four –
or, more likely, none. Stock in Vulcan was plummeting.
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doubtful for such proposals to be entertained for long.
Peters’s critique has stood the test of time far better
than Watson’s claims to have seen Vulcan.

5. Vulcan in eclipse
The total solar eclipse of 1883 found Holden at the
head of an American party on tiny Caroline Island in
the South Pacific, where he devoted the precious
minutes of totality to his own intra-Mercurial search,
sweeping the sky in the region of the Sun with a 6-inch
(15¼-cm) Clark refractor. Seeing no interloper he
concluded: ‘It is my opinion, therefore, that at future
eclipses it will not be necessary to devote a telescope
and observer to the further prosecution of this search,
and I must regard the fact of the non-existence of
Vulcan as definitely settled.’ 19
Five years later, in 1888, Holden assumed the
directorship of University of California’s Lick Observatory, on Mt Hamilton near San Jose, then the premier
institution of its kind. Serendipitously, on New Year’s
Day 1889 – the first day of Lick’s first full year of
operation – a total eclipse crossed California only 150
miles (240 km) north of the observatory.
Holden dispatched an eclipse party from the
observatory to nearby Bartlett Springs and published a
pamphlet of observing guidelines for the general
public. He organized local photographers to take
pictures of the event, inviting them to contribute their
results for analysis to Lick. After the eclipse, the group
banded together to form the Astronomical Society of
the Pacific, with Holden as the first president.
Holden included no provisions for looking for
Vulcan in Lick’s official programme of observations,
but the elusive planet briefly galvanized interest on
Mount Hamilton when a member of the public, James
Howard of the Pacific Coast Steamship Company in
San Francisco, reported the presence of specks,
apparently all in the same position, on three negatives
he submitted to the observatory. After careful examination by Holden and his colleagues E. E. Barnard and
James Keeler they were declared ‘accidental’.20
During his tenure as Lick director, Holden organized four further eclipse expeditions: in late 1889 to
French Guiana; to Chile in 1893; to Japan in 1896;
and to India in 1898. Holden left Lick under a
personal and political cloud the month before the India
eclipse party sailed out from San Francisco, and his
successor, James Keeler, died tragically young in 1900.

4.3. Watson’s obsession
Watson, at least, remained defiant. He had been recruited from Ann Arbor to Madison to take charge of
the University of Wisconsin’s new Washburn Observatory. Equipped with a 15.6-inch Clark refractor, the
observatory was erected on a lovely site near Lake
Mendota.
When Watson arrived in the summer of 1879, the
observatory was far from complete, and the new
director set to work designing and superintending the
construction of new buildings and apparatus. Yet one
thing never left him. ‘No stress of other work or other
interests,’ writes his biographer George C. Comstock,
‘could displace Vulcan from his mind.’ It had become
his great obsession, and in pursuit of it he devoted the
last year of his life to building one of the strangest
observatories in astronomical history. It was to be
constructed on the south slope of the hill of the Washburn Observatory, with the purpose of observing the
intra-Mercurial planet in broad daylight, without the
need for an eclipse. Comstock recounts:
At the foot of [the] hill was dug a deep cellar with
a tube extending from it through the soil, parallel
to the earth’s axis and terminating in a masonry
pier at the top of the hill. A telescope was to be so
mounted in the cellar as to point up through the
tube to a heliostat mounted at its upper end, by
which rays of light coming from the sun or other
celestial body might be directed into the telescope. The tube, fifty-six feet in length, was to
serve as a long dew-cap and enable the observer
to sweep close up to the sun’s limb without being
blinded by the stray light surrounding it. So confident was Watson of the success of this device, and
that by its aid Vulcan could be refound, that he
did not hesitate to undertake its construction at an
expense to himself of several thousand dollars.17
Watson died of pneumonia during the winter of 1880,
before the observatory was completed. It was taken up
by his successor, Edward Singleton Holden, whom
Peters warned: ‘One thing I would beg you most
earnestly: do not sit in that subterranean hole, to watch
until Vulcan passes. Not that I apprehend you might
discover him … but it might deadly ruin your health,
and you better fill up the hole, though perhaps
objection might be made by the Madison people, with
whom Watson seems to have appeared as the greatest
human in the world.’ 18
Holden felt obliged to ignore Peters and eventually
complete the observatory, but it was a complete failure.
No stars were seen through it at any time. It was
abandoned for scientific purposes, although it long
remained a landmark on campus before finally being
torn down in 1946; no trace of it remains today.
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5.1. An eclipse camera
Keeler’s successor, W. W. Campbell, who would remain
at Lick’s helm for the next 30 years, was if anything
even more skeptical of the existence of an intraMercurial planet than Holden had been. Nevertheless,
he left no stone unturned, and sent with the wellequipped party to the 1901 eclipse in Sumatra a new,
four-barrelled, wide-field camera, designed and built
expressly to search for intra-Mercurial planets. The
camera consisted of four tubes, rigidly attached to one
another in two parallel pairs, offset by 20 degrees – an
arrangement that, with two repointings during the long
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eclipse, covered a 6° × 36° area along the ecliptic,
centred on the Sun. The camera performed flawlessly
but clouds compromised the results.
The next chance came in 1905, when the Moon’s
shadow touched three continents. Relying on the
generous hand of California banker and Lick patron
William Crocker, Campbell formulated the ambitious
plan of sending out three well-equipped Lick parties,
positioned at strategic points along the entire path of
the eclipse. One would observe near the eclipse’s
beginning in Labrador, another would encounter it in
Spain, and the last would see it off in Egypt.
Additional observing stations required additional
instruments. The original intra-Mercurial camera was
copied and now existed in triplicate. Observations
made with identical equipment at different times
during the eclipse (totality at Egypt would occur two
and a half hours later than at Labrador) increased the
chances of success, and offered an added attraction –
should an unknown planet be recorded at successive
sites, an immediate, if approximate, orbit determination would follow. Not that such a result was expected.
Campbell emphasized, however, that a ‘negative result
would be scarcely less valuable, though certainly less
interesting ... and the intra-Mercurial question would
cease to be a pressing eclipse problem’.21

Once again, however, the results were again
equivocal: thick clouds in Labrador, thin clouds in
Spain, and Saharan dust in Egypt interfered with the
observations. The official report read: ‘it is not believed
that the photographs will add anything to the results
obtained at the Sumatra eclipse’.22
5.2. Drawing a blank
In 1908 on Flint Island, only 150 miles (240 km) from
Caroline Island where a quarter of a century earlier
Holden had declared the intra-Mercurial problem
settled, the Lick cameras finally accomplished what
they had been built to do. Operated by Lick
astronomer Charles Dillon Perrine, who had also used
one of the cameras at the 1901 and 1905 eclipses, they
recorded 300 stars down to a limiting magnitude of
9.0. All were identified with known stars. Campbell
now affirmed: ‘In my opinion, Dr. Perrine’s work at
the three eclipses of 1901, 1905, and 1908, brings the
observational side of the famous intra-Mercurial planet
problem definitely to a close.’ 23
That may have been so, but the theoretical
problem – the anomalous advance of the perihelion of
Mercury – remained as far from explanation as ever.
The American doyen of celestial mechanics, Simon
Newcomb, had in 1882 repeated Le Verrier’s calculations of the transits of Mercury, and confirmed that
the anomalous advance was genuine, although he
corrected the value from Le Verrier’s 38″ per century
to 43″ per century. His result would prove to be
definitive.24
A brief hope of a reconciliation between negative
observational results and theory was chased by U.S.
Naval Observatory astronomer Asaph Hall, famed as
the discoverer of the satellites of Mars. In 1894 Hall
published a paper in which he tried tinkering with the
inverse square law of gravitation. Instead of the
exponent being exactly 2, he proposed it be amended
to 2.00000016.25 Almost at once, however, it was
realized that this led to unacceptable consequences in
the motion of the Moon.
Two years later, the German astronomer Hugo von
Seeliger invoked ellipsoidal concentrations of small
particles around the Sun, possibly related to the
tenuous zodiacal light. It satisfied Newcomb that the
Newtonian law of gravitation could be salvaged, but it
was little more than an effort to whisk the problem
under the carpet.
In the end, the astronomers would never solve the
problem. The solution came instead from radical new
ideas in physics.
Fig. 7: Lick Observatory eclipse instruments set up on Flint Island,
South Pacific, in 1908. Two of the four-barreled cameras first used
for the 1905 expeditions can be seen in the background. Lick’s
director W. W. Campbell felt that the negative result from Flint put
the Vulcan question to rest. (Lick Observatory)
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May 29, when the darkened Sun stood in the midst of
the Hyades, British teams sent to Sobral (led by Andrew
Crommelin from the Greenwich Observatory) and to
Principe Island off the coast of Spanish Guinea led by
Arthur Eddington succeeded in confirming Einstein’s
prediction. At the Royal Society, where Newton’s
portrait hung in the meeting hall, the president hailed
relativity as perhaps the most momentous product of
human thought.
As the results of the measures were made public,
newspapers around the world trumpeted the news.
According to The Times of London (1919 November 7):
‘REVOLUTION IN SCIENCE/NEW THEORY OF THE
UNIVERSE/NEWTONIAN IDEAS OVERTHROWN’, while
The New York Times announced (1919 November 9):
‘LIGHTS ALL ASKEW IN THE HEAVENS/Men of Science
More or Less Agog Over Results of Eclipse
Observations/EINSTEIN THEORY TRIUMPHS’.

6. Einstein triumphant
After 1908, two of the intra-Mercurial cameras were
dismantled, while the third was refashioned into the
Einstein camera, with its tubes realigned to photograph
a square area around the Sun. It was so-called because
it was designed to test Einstein’s prediction of how the
propagation of light is influenced by a gravitational
field.26 In 1907 he concluded that a light ray passing
the Sun should suffer a deflection of 0″.85.
The Lick team was early in making an effort to test
this prediction. They shipped the Vulcan camera to
Kiev for the eclipse of August 1914 with an expedition
led by Heber D. Curtis, but thick clouds nullified the
attempt. In the meantime World War I had broken
out, disrupting Curtis’s return and long-delaying the
return of the instruments to California.
Along with his attempt to calculate the bending of
light near the Sun, Einstein had also been pondering
the problem of the perihelion of Mercury. He wrote to
his close friend Conrad Habicht on 1907 December
24, ‘At this time I am busy with considerations on
relativity theory in connection with the law of
gravitation… I hope to clear up the so-far unexplained
secular changes of the perihelion of Mercury… [but]
so far it does not seem to work.’ 27
Years of struggle lay between hope and fulfilment.
Finally, in November 1915, Einstein arrived at the
equations that determined how matter curves spacetime.
He could now speak lyrically of the ‘magic’ of his new
theory.28 On November 17 he wrote to his friend
Michele Besso: ‘Perihelion motions explained quantitatively…you will be astonished.’ In fact, his solution
for the value of the precession per revolution gave 43″
per century, exactly the value Simon Newcomb had
obtained in 1882.
A biographer of Einstein, Abraham Pais, suggests
that this discovery was ‘by far the strongest emotional
experience in Einstein’s scientific life, perhaps in all his
life. Nature had spoken to him. He had to be right’.
Einstein himself recalled that as soon as he saw that his
calculations agreed with the astronomical observations,
‘for a few days, I was beside myself with joyous excitement’. He later recounted that his discovery had given
him heart palpitations, and had the feeling that
something actually snapped in him.29
In the same paper of 1915 Einstein also announced
that the bending of light was twice as large as he had
found in 1911: 1″.7 instead of 0″.85. These two results
were the first observational proofs of General Relativity. The first brought the curtain down on the curious
enigma that was Vulcan, while the second would lead
to the repurposing of the intra-Mercurial camera (and
similar instruments) to search for the bending of light
near the Sun at future eclipses.
Indeed, the Lick team used the Einstein camera at
the eclipse of 1918 June but failed to achieve conclusive
results. Finally and triumphantly, at the eclipse of 1919
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7. A scientific postscript
Einstein’s November 1915 calculation essentially solved
the anomalous precession of Mercury. The General
Relativity prediction of 42″.98 per century has been
confirmed to within the limits of observational error.
In addition, General Relativity predicts smaller
precessions of Venus and the Earth of 8″.62 and 3″.84
per century, which have also been confirmed by
observation; while, 50 years after Einstein solved the
Mercury problem, radio astronomers Russell A. Hulse
and Joseph H. Taylor discussed the case of the binary
pulsar PSR 1913+16, in which a pair of massive stars
orbit one another in an elliptical orbit with a minimum
separation equal to the Sun’s radius. They found the
perihelion advances strictly in accordance with
Einstein’s theory at 4°.23 per year,30 a discovery that
won them the Nobel Prize for physics in 1993.
In yet another triumph for General Relativity,
Jacques Laskar and Mickael Gastineau at the Paris
Observatory have included relativistic effects in
numerical solutions of the evolution of the Solar
System. They find that there is some probability over
the next few billion years of a change in the
eccentricity of Mercury’s orbit that would be capable
of either allowing collisions of Mercury with Venus and
the Sun, or of Mercury, Mars, or Venus with the
Earth.31 Without including the effects of General
Relativity, none of these calculations would be valid.
Although Vulcan is now only a ghost, and the
reported sightings no more than illusions conjured by
the combination of heightened expectation and wishful
thinking, the region it supposedly inhabited is still of
interest to astronomers. The so-called vulcanoid zone
between 0.07 and 0.21 au from the Sun is dynamically
stable. Astronomers have postulated the existence of a
primordial vulcanoid population there, of which some
remnant might have survived depletion from the
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G. Routledge & Co., 1857), p. 139.

combined effects of collisional erosion and subsequent
radiative transport out of the zone. Debris from a large
impact on Mercury relatively late in its evolution,
stripping away much of its crust and mantle, would
likely have ended up in the vulcanoid zone and might
still remain there.
Even so, increasingly sensitive surveys have been no
more successful in finding such bodies than the efforts
with the old Lick Observatory intra-Mercurial camera.
The most thorough search so far, with NASA’s
STEREO Heliospheric Imager, identified no vulcanoids larger than 5.7 km in diameter.32 Nor were
occasional observations of the outer vulcanoid zone by
the MESSENGER probe while in orbit around
Mercury successful. The search for an intra-Mercurial
body continues to lead to a null result.
Yet hope springs eternal. Vulcan does not exist,
and never did; but perhaps someday, as a faint and
shadowy semblance of the vaunted planet of Le
Verrier, a vulcanoid could be discovered, and gain
immortality as a postscript in the story of Le Verrier’s
failed prediction and Einstein’s great discovery.
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Entente céleste:
David Gill, Ernest Mouchez, and the
Cape and Paris Observatories 1878–92
Paul A. Haley

Fig. 1: The Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, as it appeared around 1880, shortly after the arrival of
David Gill as Director. Under Gill from 1879 to 1907 it developed into the leading southern hemisphere
observatory with an ambitious programme of astronomical and geodetic work. (Brian Warner/SAAO)

A chance meeting in 1874 at Port Louis, Mauritius, sparked a strong collaboration for nearly two decades between two pioneering astronomers in the 19th
century. In 1887, as directors of major astronomical observatories in opposite
hemispheres, they initiated the world’s first global scientific enterprise, the Carte
du Ciel. This paper reviews the contributions of David Gill (1843–1914), HM
Astronomer at the Cape of Good Hope, and Amédée Ernest Barthélemy
Mouchez (1821–92), Director of l’Observatoire de Paris. The growth of both
observatories under their respective leaderships is explored using archived correspondence, annual reports, and contemporary journals. A new interpretation of
the decisions taken prior to the 1887 Paris Congress is provided, highlighting the
decentralization policy of French astronomy at that time.
pleasure, the more so that it reminds me of the
charming day we spent together in Mauritius
[1874 September]. I am very happy to think that
we shall be able to assist in the strengthening of
your longitude determination by determining
more accurately the longitude of Réunion from
which place I am glad to see you have connected
with St Paul’s by 4 chronometric runs.1
Gill’s early life, including his work for Lord (James
Ludovic) Lindsay (1847–1913) and their transit of Venus
expedition to Mauritius in 1874, has previously been

1. From Aberdeen to the Cape
In 1875 June the Scottish astronomer David Gill wrote
from Lord Lindsay’s private observatory at Dun Echt,
Aberdeen, to Ernest Mouchez, Member of the Bureau
des Longitudes, Paris:
I have just received the Comptes Rendus de
l’Academie des Sciences, containing your most
interesting memoir on the geographical position
of Saint Paul [a French-owned island in the
southern Indian Ocean]. I have read it with much
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Fig. 2: David Gill, seen here during his time as HM Astronomer at
the Cape, where he became one of the most influential British
astronomers of the 19th century. (Courtesy Ian Wallace)

Fig. 3: Ernest Mouchez was director of the Paris Observatory from
1878 until his death in 1892. He and Gill were the main
instigators of the Carte du Ciel project. (Wikimedia Commons)

described by the author.2 As a chronometer expert Gill
successfully measured the longitudes of many islands in
the Indian Ocean. He now saw an opportunity to link
with Mouchez, an experienced naval cartographer 22
years his senior.
However, within six months of writing to Mouchez,
Gill was dismissed from Dun Echt for giving a lecture
on the transit expedition without Lindsay’s authorization. While working out his notice, Gill continued
writing up the Mauritius expedition and spent several
weeks analysing photographic records. These early
microscopic measurements of glass plates provided
useful experience for future projects.
Gill, now unemployed, sought out new opportunities. For his next expedition, funded by the RAS
and the Royal Society, he sailed to Ascension Island to
determine the diurnal parallax of Mars at the opposition of 1877, from which he derived an accurate value
for the solar parallax.3
Shortly after his return, he applied to become
Radcliffe Observer at Oxford but lost out to the more
senior Edward James Stone (1831–97). This left vacant
Stone’s previous post of HM Astronomer at the Royal
Observatory, Cape of Good Hope – a post to which
Gill was appointed in 1879 February.4 He arrived in
1879 May and was to remain until 1906 October, a
period of over 27 years during which he had helped to
revolutionize astronomy and geodesy not just in the
southern hemisphere but around the world.
Ernest Mouchez’s career was also blossoming. In
1878 he was promoted from Captain to Contre-Amiral
(rear Admiral) and appointed director of l’Observatoire

de Paris following the death of Urbain Le Verrier. As
heads of major observatories in opposite hemispheres,
Gill and Mouchez collaborated closely on the Carte
du Ciel project: Gill promoted the importance of the
Astrographic Catalogue while Mouchez provided the
overall leadership for this pioneering international
scientific challenge.
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2. l’Observatoire de Paris in 1878
Paris Observatory under Le Verrier in the 1870s was
suffering from city expansion leading to problems of air
and light pollution and vibration. Instruments needed
updating and the prestige associated with having the
world’s largest silvered-glass reflecting telescope, of
1.2 m aperture, was unrealized. Plans for a 0.75-m
refracting telescope had been suspended. Centralized
state funding controlled from Paris had limited the
growth of astronomy elsewhere in France.5
2.1. Paris astronomers
When Mouchez arrived in 1878 June the oldest
astronomer on his staff was Charles Joseph Étienne
Wolf (1827–1918) who led the Equatorial Service.
Wolf had just completed a three-year astrometric study
of the Pleiades star cluster.
The slightly younger Maurice Loewy (1833–92) led
the Meridian Service and was Deputy Director. Loewy
and Mouchez had already worked together at the
nearby Montsouris Observatory training mariners and
explorers for the Bureau des Longitudes.
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The youngest astronomers were two brothers: Paul
Pierre Henry (1848–1905) and Prosper-Mathieu Henry
(1849–1903) who had trained as opticians in Nancy
before moving to Paris in 1864. They were in charge of
a pair of 0.24-m refractors known as the Équatoriaux
du Jardin, and had discovered a dozen minor planets
since 1872. So although Paris Observatory lacked many
facilities Mouchez quickly realized the great potential
of his staff.

clock, with each star position checked twice.6 This
method became impractical when the Milky Way
regions were attempted.

3. Royal Observatory, Cape of Good
Hope, in 1879
The Cape Observatory under Stone in the 1870s was
focused on meridian measurements for the overdue
Cape Catalogue. Sir Thomas Maclear (1794–1879) had
spent 36 years as director before Stone but had not
succeeded in reducing all his measurements. Little
maintenance work in over a decade meant the instruments were in need of attention. The Admiralty controlled the funding and requests for grants were also
scrutinized at the Royal Observatory Greenwich. The
challenge of operating a major observatory at the
distance of Cape Town, nearly 10,000 km from the
UK, was an ongoing problem for directors.

2.2. Instruments
The older meridian instruments were housed in an
observing room east of the main building. They
included a 0.15-m transit and 0.12-m meridian circle
made by Henry Prudence Gambey (1787–1847), and a
0.22-m meridian circle by optician Marc François Louis
Secrétan (1804–67) and engineer Friedrich Wilhelm
Eichens (1818–84). A new 0.19-m meridian circle by
Eichens was being installed in a building nearby. In the
observatory grounds were two small domes containing
the 0.24-m Équatoriaux du Jardin. A large rolling shelter
housed a 1.2-m Newtonian reflector made by Eichens
with optics by Adolphe Alexandre Martin (1824–96).
At the time, this was the world’s largest reflector with a
silvered-glass mirror.
In domes on top of the main observatory building
were a 0.38-m refractor by Johann Joseph Brunner
(1804–62) in the East Tower, and in the West Tower a
0.31-m refractor by Secrétan and Eichens. Poor maintenance meant that neither was in regular use. Finally,
Mouchez could dream of the long-promised 0.75-m
refractor. Eichens had almost finished the mount but
Martin had not yet tackled the objective.

3.1. Cape astronomers
When Gill arrived at the Cape in 1879 May there were
four astronomers under his direction (Fig. 4). William
Henry Finlay (1849–1924) was a Cambridge graduate
from Liverpool whose mathematical skills had been
welcomed by Stone in 1873 when he became his First
Assistant. George William Herschel Maclear (1836–
95), eldest son of Thomas and Mary Maclear, operated
the time signal service and was Second Assistant from
1852. Third Assistant from 1876 was Robert Thomas
Pett (c.1859–1926). Isaac Freeman was Fourth Assistant.
In contrast to Paris, Gill’s team had limited observational experience and had been steered away from
new initiatives by Stone.

2.3. Observing programmes
The Meridian Service was in the process of reobserving
stars in Lalande’s catalogue. Joseph Jérôme Lalande
(1732–1807) had been director at Paris for the last five
years of the 18th century. In 1801 he published the
Histoire Céleste Française containing an astrometric catalogue of 47,390 stars to 9th magnitude. In 1854 Le
Verrier began the task of reobserving these stars, but
when Mouchez arrived only one third had been
completed.
The Equatorial Service was insufficiently staffed and
equipment poorly maintained. An exception was the
work of the Henry brothers who were busy charting
the ecliptic regions. In 1852 Jean Chacornac (1823–73)
had begun mapping the stars along the ecliptic to the
13th magnitude at Paris, publishing 36 maps by his
retirement in 1863. The Henry brothers decided to
complete the remaining half of the Ecliptic Atlas.
Each chart covered 5° on a side at a scale of 1 arcminute per millimetre and typically contained 1500
stars. They used their home-made 0.3-m reflector
clamped in a fixed position with a star-drift method.
One brother observed the eyepiece scale and called out
results while the other recorded time from a sidereal
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3.2. Instruments
Meridian measurements involved a 0.2-m Airy Transit
Circle (a near-twin of the instrument at Greenwich) by
engineer Charles May (1800–60) and optician William
Simms (1793–1860).7 Northwest of the main building
was a dome with a 0.17-m refractor by Georg Merz
(1793–1867) installed by Maclear in 1849. In a wooden
observatory southeast of the main building was a
0.1-m photoheliograph made by Thomas Rudolphus
Dallmeyer (1859–1906) for the 1874 transit of Venus.
Lacking a large instrument at the Cape, Gill wrote
with some excitement to Astronomer Royal George
Biddell Airy (1801–92) in 1879 March to report ‘a very
unusual and liberal offer … from Mr Newall of the
loan of his 25-inch telescope for a period of years at
the Cape … and of £1000 from Mr James Nasmyth
towards the cost of transporting and erecting the
same.’ 8 This 0.63-m refractor, made by Thomas Cooke
(1807–68) for Robert Stirling Newall (1812–89), was
erected at Gateshead in 1870 but poor weather had
limited its use. So, like Mouchez in Paris, Gill too could
dream of installing a large refractor.
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3.3. Observing programmes
Apart from ongoing meridian observations Gill had a
free hand in developing astronomy at the Cape. Once
the backlog of Maclear measurements were published
he had permission to develop the observatory according to his experience, skills, and interests. During 1879
April Gill visited his astronomical friends across Europe
to discuss possible collaboration: Arthur von Auwers
(1838–1915) at the Berlin Academy, Otto Wilhem
von Struve (1819–1905) at Pulkowa Observatory, and
Friedrich August Winnecke (1835–97) at Strasbourg
Observatory. Gill’s ability to foster and develop his
global networks would always distinguish him from his
British colleagues – and now he had a new opportunity.

you will arrive at the end of the long dry season:
the Observatory hill will be brown and hard, the
planted, watered trees excepted. But June, July,
August are the winter and rain months; and then
in September, how do the flowers come out,
carpets of them […] the rains of June, July,
August all come from the NW; the tremendous
strength of these NW squalls is an unfortunate
feature at the Observatory; its little hill is only
separated from the sea by 2 or 3 miles of low
ground […] you will also look on the green valley
of Liesbeek River and beyond that 2 or 3 miles to
Devil’s Bay, with Table Mountain behind it.10
Gill had researched the Cape expedition of John
Herschel (1792–1871), whose survey of the southern
sky with his 0.46-m reflector had taken five years.11 Gill
would be arriving at the Cape five years younger than
Herschel and the idea of a new sky survey appealed to
him greatly.
Even more significantly, Gill was inspired by
Friedrich Georg Wilhelm Struve (1793–1864) whose
book Description de l’Observatoire Astronomique Central de
Pulkowa had underpinned much of his work at Dun
Echt. Struve’s geodetic survey fascinated Gill and he
was keen to begin his own ‘arc of meridian’.12

4. First Cape voyage 1879 May to 1881
April: the adventure begins
After a 24-day sea voyage on RMS Taymouth Castle,
David Gill and his wife Isobel (‘Bella’)9 arrived at the
Cape in 1879 June. The Astronomer Royal for
Scotland, Charles Piazzi Smyth (1819–1900), had
worked there many years earlier, and briefed them on
what to expect:

Fig. 4: The Cape Observatory staff in 1879. Standing, from left: David Gill, C. R. Pillans, Isaac Freeman, Joseph J. Venner,
J. T. Butler, William H. Finlay. Seated: Robert T. Pett and George W. H. Maclear. (From Gill, 1913)
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4.1. First steps at the Cape
Stone left the Cape the day after the Gills arrived and
Maclear died in Cape Town shortly afterwards. Gill
was initially dismayed at the state of the Observatory
and its grounds but soon organized a full review with
Commodore Frederick Richards (1833–1912) of the
Cape Naval Station.13 With great tenacity over many
years Gill ensured all Admiralty funding sources were
exploited to secure improvements. One especially urgent
problem was the removal of dead bees and honey from
underneath the living quarters which over decades had
created a significant health hazard.14
A more straightforward task was confirming to
William Lewis Elkin (1855–1933), an American working
at Strasbourg, that lodgings at the Observatory would
be available for him to join Gill in 18 months’ time.
Elkin was a student of Winnecke and his dissertation
focused on the parallax of Alpha Centauri.15 Despite
meeting each other for only half an hour during Gill’s
April tour, a lifelong friendship had been created.
Elkin was an experienced heliometer observer and
since Gill had purchased Lindsay’s 0.10-m instrument,
used so successfully at Mauritius and Ascension, a
project for measuring the parallax of bright stars in
southern skies beckoned. Gill had already ordered a
robust equatorial mount from Howard Grubb (1844–
1931) at his own expense.
Gill also realized the need to accurately determine
his new location. As his first annual report explained:
‘The completion of the submarine cable connecting
Aden with Durban, and a system of land lines from
Durban to Port Elizabeth, and from Port Elizabeth to
the Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, offer the
means of determining the absolute longitude at an early
date, because Aden has been already connected with
Greenwich.’ 16
Simon Newcomb (1835–1909), director of the US
Nautical Almanac Office, had previously met Gill at the
Transit of Venus Congress in Hamburg six years earlier.
Their collaboration would now involve regular observation of occultations visible at the Cape and eclipses
of Jupiter’s satellites. Gill was pleased to have found a
use for both the Merz refractor and the 1835–70
occultation measures of Maclear.
The Airy Transit Circle was more of a challenge.
Gill spent many months measuring its errors and
determining how to improve its accuracy. Another
challenge was the fate of the Newall telescope when the
cost of transfer to the Cape proved too high; the
telescope later went to Cambridge instead.

a series of decrees, including new provincial observatories commissioned at Besançon, Bordeaux, and Lyon;
creation of an independent Central Bureau of Meteorology; astrophysical provision at Meudon Observatory;
and an Advisory Committee, including Mouchez and
Loewy, to oversee the development of the new observatories. This committee regenerated French astronomy
by abandoning the centralization of resources and
instead equipping the provincial observatories with the
resources needed to secure their futures.18
Expansion at Paris included plans to double the size
of the observatory grounds to the south to provide
space for new instruments either side of the Perrault
monument.19 These would include the prototype 0.27-m
equatorial coudé designed by Loewy with optics by
the Henry brothers and a mounting by engineer Paul
Ferdinand Gautier (1842–1909).
After a delay of three years work on the large
refractor had resumed, with Charles Feil supplying two
0.75-m flint blanks for Martin to use. The dome of the
West Tower had been repaired in anticipation of the
arrival of the Toulouse astronomer Camille Guillaume
Bigourdan (1851–1932) in 1879 November. In 1881
astronomer Octave Callandreau (1853–1904) also joined
the staff. Progress on all fronts was apparent.
Wolf used the 1.2-m reflector for 35 nights in 1879
and 57 nights in 1880; early results included 63-mm
images of the Moon in 1–2 seconds, the Pleiades to 8th
magnitude in 3 minutes, and the Orion nebula in 5
minutes. In 1880 Brunner repaired the East Tower
0.38-m equatorial in readiness for a new objective by
Paul and Prosper Henry. The importance of heritage
was greatly promoted by Mouchez, with plans for an
astronomical museum, an improved library, and
archives. Time distribution was extended across the
city of Paris and the backlog of observatory publications was tackled.
The Henry brothers continued with their Ecliptic
Atlas, mapping 27,000 stars on seven charts in 1879
alone. They also collaborated with Loewy on his investigation of instrument flexure and the construction of a
new photometer design. Additionally Mouchez opened
the first School of Astronomy, recruiting graduates for
two-year courses designed to supply the new observatories with trained astronomers. Paris Observatory
must have been a lively place at that time.20

5. First trip home, 1881 May–June
David Gill left the Cape in 1881 April for a short
break. Isobel had departed eight months earlier to seek
medical advice in Scotland and they would both return
to the Cape in June.21 Gill had delayed his departure so
that he could welcome Elkin at the end of January and
receive a set of geodetic instruments in March.
In London he attended the May 13 RAS meeting
and reported: ‘I regret the circumstances which brought

4.2. Expansion at Paris
Ernest Mouchez arrived at Paris Observatory in 1878
when the annual budget was 55,000 francs (worth
around £200,000 today).17 Within two years this had
been significantly increased, together with a range of
exciting new initiatives. With the change of French
politics, astronomy secured much higher status through
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me here, namely the illness of my wife … my predecessor [Stone] has made a pretty clean sweep with the
instrumental means at the disposal of the Observatory
… a new catalogue of all stars down to the 7th magnitude in the southern heavens … the reduction of many
observations made by his predecessor, Sir Thomas
Maclear’.22 At the meeting were Stone and also Gill’s
former employer Lord Lindsay, the new Earl of
Crawford.23

Observatory, began operating just 1 km south of Paris
Observatory. Over the next 16 years more than 250
navy personnel, explorers, and teachers received
training in navigation and science topics to support
expedition work. Mouchez recycled his Saint-Paul
equipment to enable trainees to learn practical techniques with 0.15-m and 0.2-m equatorials, portable
transits, and a theodolite.28
Experience from Montsouris aided a School of
Astronomy at Paris Observatory, also organized by
Mouchez and Loewy. Graduates seeking astronomy
positions at the new French observatories were the
target group. The first cohort of trainees finished in
1881 November; they included Pierre Henri Puiseux
(1855–1928) and Hubert Albert Obrecht (1858–1924).
Puiseux and Obrecht joined the staff at Paris Observatory, gaining experience within their first year on
transit of Venus expeditions. With trainee astronomers
boosting staffing levels Mouchez introduced monthly
public tours of the Observatory from 1881, typically
attracting 200 visitors a time.

5.1. Determining longitude
In 1879 October Gill had secured the support of Airy
to determine the longitude of the Observatory using
the new telegraph link. In 1880 September he accompanied Commodore Richards on HMS Boadicea to Port
Elizabeth and Durban and conducted trial experiments
with telegraph signals from Aden. Admiralty funding
enabled an attempt in 1881 March but floods and
disruption of a steamer service caused a three-month
delay.
During Gill’s absence Finlay travelled to Durban and
then Aden, with Maclear also going to Durban. At the
Cape, Pett and Freeman received the signals. Accurate
time determinations were achieved using a 75-mm
transit telescope and sidereal clocks. Observations continued until 1882 February.
Gill arrived at a preliminary longitude for the Cape
Transit Circle as 1h 13m 54.7s east of Greenwich.24
Secondary longitudes for stations along the east coast
of Africa were calculated by Finlay whose account
reveals his enjoyment of his first expedition.25

6. Second Cape voyage 1881 July to
1884 January: astronomy and geodesy

5.2. Stellar parallax
Between 1881 March and 1883 May, Gill and Elkin
used the 0.1-m heliometer to measure the parallax of
nine bright stars including Alpha Centauri, Canopus,
and Sirius. They concluded that a single observer
might complete 200 sets of observations per year using
a 0.17-m heliometer, enabling the parallax of 80 stars
as faint as 5th magnitude to be determined over five
years with a probable error of only 0″.02.26 Gill would
soon use this recommendation to convince the
Admiralty to fund such an instrument.
In 1883 May Elkin moved to Yale Observatory to
make parallax measures in the northern hemisphere
with their 0.15-m heliometer. Gill’s respect for Elkin
was expressed in a letter to his mother: ‘About your
son: he has true astronomical talent, enthusiasm and
patience … my wife and I make a very Darby and Joan
couple – we feared that anyone living in our family
circle would make some difference and affect our simple
home life. We do not find this at all with your son; he
understands our ways.’ 27

As David and Isobel Gill sailed south again in 1881
June they knew their chance of having a family would
be most unlikely and that a period of convalescence for
Bella would be needed. Gill had not had time to tour
Europe but the exciting developments at Paris Observatory would certainly have been noted. At Greenwich,
too, times were changing. Airy had been Astronomer
Royal since 1835 but his long reign would end in
August. His successor would be William Henry
Mahoney Christie (1845–1922), who had also been
interviewed for the Cape post. At this stage Gill and
Christie had a positive relationship; Christie had begun
The Observatory journal to which Gill had supplied
regular news during his Ascension expedition in 1877.
Gill knew he would find Elkin hard at work with
the heliometer and he hoped his Cape team was being
equally successful with the longitude measurements.
His dream of beginning a geodetic survey in Southern
Africa was nearing reality.
In the 19th century it was fairly common for
precision astronomy and geodesy projects to be
pursued together.* Both involved triangulation and the
instruments used had many similarities, often being
made by the same specialist manufacturer. Gill trusted
the work of the Repsold family, who had made his
heliometer, and visits to Hamburg would always
include time at their factory.29

5.3. School of Astronomy
In Paris, Mouchez and Loewy organized two training
schools. In 1875 October the Observatoire de la Marine
at Montsouris, also known as the Bureau des Longitudes

* On his way back from the transit of Venus in 1874,
Gill had accurately surveyed the Great Pyramid and
set up the iron mast that still stands on top of it.
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However geodesy alone could not satisfy Gill and
he was already seeking new astronomical challenges.
As David and Bella followed the northward motion of
comet C/1881 K1 (Comet Tebbutt)30 they speculated
which astronomers across the world might be using
photography to investigate its nature. The most successful proved to be Pierre Jules César Janssen (1824–1907)
at Meudon Observatory. His 30-minute exposure on
June 30 used a 0.5-m ƒ/3 reflector and showed the
nucleus, a 10° tail, and faint background stars.31 This
comet arrived too soon for Gill; since bright comets
were rare he believed his chance had gone, but fate
would soon spring a surprise.

tude’.34 He sent the exciting results to Mouchez in
Paris and Christie and William Huggins (1824–1910) in
London at the end of November. Mouchez replied: ‘I
have presented to the Academy your admirable photographs of the comet and the neighbouring stars … we
have never before received at Paris such successful
photographic images’.35
6.2. The 1882 Transit of Venus
Many countries dispatched expeditions for the 1882
December 6 transit of Venus. Gill was pleased to
welcome the American group led by Newcomb who
decided to base themselves at Wellington, about 70 km
east of Cape Town. Newcomb and Lieutenant Thomas
Lincoln Casey Jr set up a 0.12-m Clark refractor and
a 12-m horizontal photoheliograph. They successfully
observed the ingress of the transit, securing over 200
plates. At the Cape Observatory Gill used a 0.15-m
Grubb refractor, Elkin the 0.1-m heliometer, Maclear
the 0.17-m Merz refractor, and Freeman an 80-mm
theodolite. Finlay and Pett had been dispatched 600
km east to Aberdeen Road with two 0.15-m Grubb
equatorials, exchanging telegraphic signals with the
Cape to accurately determine their longitude.36
Meanwhile, nearly 9000 km to the north, the
Henry brothers were experiencing very different conditions at the Pic du Midi. Célestine Xavier Vaussenat
(1831–91) had previously welcomed Admiral Mouchez
to this new state observatory in August and Mouchez
supported the initiatives of Vaussenat to develop astronomical observations at the summit, altitude 2877 m.
However, the early arrival of winter snows made
progress for the transit expedition impossible above the
Plantade station at 2378 m altitude. Vaussenat assisted
the Henry brothers in dividing up their 800 kg of equip-

6.1. An unexpected opportunity
In 1882 September, comet C/1882 R1 became an
extremely bright object visible even in daylight. Finlay
was the first astronomer to measure its position when it
was still 3rd magnitude. By September 15 it was as
bright as Jupiter and had a 12° tail. Two days later
Finlay and Elkin observed its conjunction with the Sun
and were able to deduce the orbital elements.32
Gill collaborated with a local photographer from
the Cape Town suburb of Mowbray, Mr E. H. Allis,
to secure a set of six photographs. The lens used was
a Ross doublet by Dallmeyer of 63-mm aperture
working at ƒ/4.5 with exposures between 30 and 140
minutes. The camera was attached to a 0.15-m Grubb
equatorial guide instrument in the so-called Wind
Tower, originally constructed for meteorological
observations.33
Encouraged by the results, Gill began to speculate
on ‘the practicability of employing similar but more
powerful means for the construction of star maps on
any required scale and to any required order of magniFig. 5: The Great Comet of
September 1882 (C/1882
R1) photographed by David
Gill at the Royal Observatory,
Cape of Good Hope, on 1882
November 7. This 100-minute
exposure guided on the comet’s
head captured an 18-degree tail
and stars to the 10th
magnitude, confirming the
potential of photography for
astronomical purposes.
(South African Astronomical
Observatory)
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ment into 60 portable loads and suggested they set up
instruments at Sencours Pass. Sadly, three porters were
killed in a snow avalanche. Few observations were possible during the stormy weather and the transit itself was
missed. However the transparent skies enabled 15 or
16 Pleiades stars to be seen with the naked eye and
Venus could be seen only 3° from the midday Sun.37

worked north from Port Elizabeth to Kimberley, and
finally west to Maclear’s arc, before returning for a
second year at the Cape Observatory to reduce results
and complete his 10-year campaign.40
However Gill was planning an even bolder scheme:
‘Should not the progress made in geodetic survey in
South Africa be regarded as the first step in a chain of
triangulation which, approximately traversing the
thirtieth meridian of east longitude, shall extend continuously to the mouth of the Nile?’ 41 This would give
an arc of the meridian of 65°, but Gill also thought it
possible to circumvent the Mediterranean and link up
with Struve’s great work in northern Europe to give
105°, stretching from Cape Agulhas at the southern tip
of Africa to northern Norway – the longest arc of
meridian measurable in the world.42

6.3. The Geodetic Survey of South Africa
Geodesy in South Africa began in 1752 when Abbé
Nicolas Louis de La Caille (1713–62) measured an arc
of meridian 1° 13′ 17″ in length. This was checked and
extended to 4° 37′ by Maclear in the 1840s, who confirmed that gravitational influences of mountains near
La Caille’s northern station, and Table Mountain in the
south, had introduced an error of 8″.38 Between 1859
and 1862 Captain Bailey of the Royal Engineers had
conducted a southern coastline triangulation but much
of his work was lost in a shipwreck.
Gill felt that the tradition of his office justified him
including geodetic work as a major strand of his time at
the Cape. Gill visited Natal on the east coast of Africa
to meet officials. By 1883 January he had secured the
joint agreement of both the Cape Colony and Natal
Governments to undertake the triangulation of both
colonies as joint work.
In 1883 June, Captain William George Morris
(1847–1935) of the Royal Engineers arrived with
Lieutenant Henry David Laffan (1858–?), 14 men, and
a 0.45-m Repsold altazimuth instrument to construct
the first baseline in Natal; the fieldwork would continue
until 1892 October. Gill explained the initial work at
the RAS meeting of 1884 March 14 in London: ‘The
base-line is finished and triangulation has begun … the
base has been measured in three sections, each section
1200 yards long, and each section measured twice. The
greatest difference between any of the measurements
was 0.04 inch … it remains for us to determine the
absolute lengths of the bars, and that is the real
difficulty.’ 39
To overcome this problem Gill brought the Cape
Standard Ten-foot Bar ‘A’ back to Europe to be
compared at the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures in Paris. He also designed a comparator
device, constructed by Troughton and Simms, for
checking the Cape Standard with the five measuring
bars used in the field. The comparator would be
installed at Cape Observatory and the bars tested over
the temperature range 10°–32° C.
The Natal triangulation was completed in 1885,
including an arc of 3½° with longitudes determined by
telegraphic exchange with the Cape Observatory. Port
Elizabeth was reached by the end of 1886. The two
baselines were connected by a direct line of 50 triangles
measuring over 700 km. Morris then spent over a year
at Cape Observatory reducing results, using the comparator, and planning the second half of the survey. He
remeasured the coastline chain of Bailey’s triangles,
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7. Second trip home 1884 February–
August: funding needed
Gill returned to London fired with enthusiasm. His
work was earning him international recognition, his
stellar parallax project with Elkin had proved
successful, and the geodetic survey was underway. His
1882 comet photographs had created an international
impact which he intended to build upon.
However, the Cape Observatory facilities and instruments remained in urgent need of attention and he was
well-prepared with requests. Importantly, his wife’s
health had improved significantly. She had enjoyed her
visit to Natal in 1883 and wanted to help develop the
Cape Observatory as a welcoming venue for overseas
visitors. Gill had organized a short tour of Europe in
April to meet the Repsolds and visit astronomer friends
in Berlin, Potsdam, Bonn, and Paris; he would also be
sitting for the artist George Reid in Edinburgh who
was painting his portrait. Packed securely in the hold
was his beloved 0.1-m heliometer which he had
already sold to Lord John McLaren (1831–1910).
7.1. Admiralty requests
Gill’s funding requests to the Admiralty were for
£4750 (over £400,000 today) and came as quite a
shock to Treasury officials unaccustomed to Gill’s
urgent pursuit of decisions. He outlined his requests to
Newcomb in 1884 May:
I have had four distinct and different matters to
put before the Admiralty: £1200 for repair and
maintenance of buildings, new house for carpenter and record room; £450 for printing; £400 a
year to raise the pay of assistants; and £2700 new
heliometer and observatory. The first two of these
I have got, the second two have gone up to the
Treasury with the strongest recommendation of
the Admiralty … I must say that my friend
Christie has been a friend indeed, and has backed
me up most thoroughly.43
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A jubilant Gill proudly announced at the June 13
meeting of the RAS that his heliometer request had
been granted.44 This meant that the 0.17-m Repsold
heliometer proposed by himself and Elkin would
become a reality and that their planned solar parallax
project was funded.

easily before … I saw also in course of construction in Paris, a new instrument for the observatory of Nice.47
This latter instrument, funded by Bischoffsheim, was
under construction by Gautier with optics by the
Henry brothers.48 The 0.76-m objective lens and a 1-m
plane mirror undoubtedly impressed Gill but a smaller
instrument also caught his eye.
The Henry brothers were just finishing a 0.16-m
ƒ/13 astrograph which they intended to mount on one
of the 0.25-m equatorials, which would act as a guide
telescope. The objective focal length was 2.1 m and it
was designed to focus light rays at the blue end of
the spectrum to correspond with the sensitivity of the
0.22-m glass plates. The photographic field of this first
Henry astrograph would be 6° square with the optics
mounted in a square wooden box tube. Gill chose not
to mention this instrument at the RAS meeting but
copied the tube design for his own project.
Paris Observatory was now distributing its time
service across France to the ports of Rouen and Le
Havre. Unfortunately, plans for the large refractor had
been cancelled due to foundation concerns caused by
the proximity of the Paris catacombs. Instead there
would be a second, larger coudé equatorial and also
some funding for a larger astrograph if the Henry trial
proved a success.

7.2. A photographer for the Cape
Gill had been consulting with William Huggins for
several months about his project to photograph the
solar corona without an eclipse. Huggins had already
recruited an experienced photographer, Charles Ray
Woods (1859–1920), for a high-altitude expedition in
Switzerland. Woods had worked as an assistant to
Joseph Norman Lockyer (1836–1920) at the Solar
Physics Observatory in South Kensington; he had also
photographed the solar corona in Egypt (1882) and for
the Royal Society at the Caroline Island eclipse on
1883 May 6.45
Huggins secured a £250 grant (£22,500 today)
from the Royal Society to send Woods to the 2600-m
Riffelberg Hotel near the Matterhorn with a 75-mm
ƒ/24 Grubb coronagraph. He set up this instrument in
a canvas and cardboard shelter in 1884 July. Unfortunately the volcanic eruption of Krakatoa the previous
August had enriched the Earth’s atmosphere with fine
dust causing a persistent haze, visible even when Woods
ascended a much higher peak. After two months he
had obtained 150 photographs but the solar corona
remained elusive.
Gill suggested that the transparent skies of the Cape
would offer a good opportunity to further this research.
In due course the Government Grant Committee of
the Royal Society awarded Gill £300 (£27,000 today)
and Woods arrived at the Cape on 1885 February 18.
Results again proved elusive.46 However, during the year
Woods was also usefully engaged on the Cape Photographic Durchmusterung, which is what Gill really
wanted (see Section 8.2).

8. Third Cape voyage 1884 September
to 1887 January: stellar photography
During his three-week return voyage to the Cape with
Isobel in 1884 August, David Gill drew up his plans for
photographing the stars. He had already received a
0.1-m ƒ/8 rapid rectilinear lens from Dallmeyer in
1883 April and had been promised an improved
design. He had borrowed from Dallmeyer a 0.15-m
ƒ/9 lens to further his experiments and planned to
mount this using the Henry astrograph design. In
September he would apply to the Royal Society for a
‘photographic assistant’ with the expectation of getting
Woods to the Cape.

7.3. New instruments at Paris
Gill visited Paris Observatory at the end of his short
European tour. A clear night enabled Loewy to showcase the 0.27-m coudé equatorial. Gill reported the
outcome at the 1884 May 9 RAS meeting:
I was very anxious to test the definition of the
instrument. It depends on two reflections from
two plane mirrors. There can be no question
whatever as to the practical convenience of sitting
in a comfortable room on a cold night, instead of
being exposed in an observatory. The instrument
is absolutely rigid, and the wind may blow and
roar, but you can observe comfortably. One fine
night we went to the observatory, and set on
γ Leonis; and I am bound to say I never saw the
diffraction disks of a star better defined than in
that instrument. They were perfectly circular … I
never measured a double star so pleasantly and
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8.1. Henry astrograph successes
At Paris, the first trial of the 0.16-m ƒ/13 astrograph
began in autumn 1884 and caused an immediate
impact. Star clusters in Gemini and Perseus were
imaged to 13th magnitude with extreme sharpness. The
Double Cluster revealed 509 stars within a 1.0° × 1.5°
area in a 50-minute exposure. The Henry brothers
tested their prototype astrograph on over 500 double
stars and the satellites of Jupiter, and were able to
demonstrate the trailed motion of minor planet Pallas
in 35 minutes.49
Huggins contacted Gill after seeing the Perseus
photograph at the November 14 RAS meeting50 and
Gill wrote to Mouchez immediately enquiring about
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prices and lenses available: ‘I am anxious to add a
photographic department to the Observatory, and to
produce a complete series of photographic maps (a
photographic Durchmusterung) of the Southern
Heavens.’ 51
Paris Observatory was clearly now forging ahead
with their capacity to photograph faint stars. The
Henry brothers remained keen to complete their
Ecliptic Charts and since these required a scale of 1
arc-minute per millimetre they designed an astrograph
specifically for this value: a 0.33-m ƒ/10 instrument
with a focal length of 3.43 m.52 Mouchez approved the
proposal immediately and Gautier, sensing lucrative
times ahead, offered to make the mounting from his
own funds.
Gill wrote to Mouchez in 1885 February to thank
him for the Henry prints:
The enlargement by heliogravure is simply superb,
and by far the closest approach to perfection
which I have seen … if a lens or combination of
lenses could be made which would cover a plate
of 5° square, that is which would contain 25
square degrees, then, at the rate of 400 pictures a
year, the work [one hemisphere] could be accomplished in 4 years … the Catalogue places need
not be exact beyond 15″ of arc, although I should
hope to attain greater accuracy than that … now
that you have shown at Paris what can be done,
we owe a duty to posterity to form a photographic
astronomy library of the Heavens by the methods
you have worked out.53
In 1885 April the Henry brothers tested a wide-angle
lens suitable for comets and constellations: a 0.11-m
ƒ/6 astrograph with a focal length of 0.68 m. It delivered 12th-magnitude stars across an 18° field.54 In the
same month the 0.33-m astrograph was operational. A
two-hour exposure of Epsilon Lyrae recorded stars
below 16th magnitude; longer exposures in November
and December revealed a new nebula around Maia in
the Pleiades star cluster.
Experiments with an 11× amplifier were used on
the Moon and outer planets; a 0.21-m objective prism
of 5° angle was used for spectral studies.55 Mouchez
was delighted with the outcomes and in June encouraged the Academy of Sciences to support the Carte du
Ciel (Map of the Heavens).

out, and I hope at some time to put some of the good
advice into practice at the Cape.’ 56
Gill sought advice on measuring the plates from
Dutch astronomer Jacobus Cornelius Kapteyn (1851–
1922), writing in 1885 October: ‘We have now nearly
200 pictures towards a photographic durchmusterung,
each about 6° on the side … I have not yet decided
whether to adopt a system of position angles and distances or of rectangular coordinates’.57
By 1886 January Woods had produced 280 glass
plates but Gill was concerned whether the wooden
tube assembly would be adequate for accurate work.
His suggested improvement for exposures of 1 hour to
reach 13th magnitude involved a combination of three
telescopes: the promised 0.15-m ƒ/11 Dallmeyer lens,
a 0.22-m ƒ/12 Grubb lens (funded by Nasmyth), and
a 0.12-m ƒ/22 guide instrument from a recycled
Dollond instrument.
Grubb had difficulties with the photographic lens
and the astrograph would not be set up until 1886
November. The Nasmyth lens gave sharp images over
only 2° and the newer Dallmeyer lens proved inferior
to the one Gill had borrowed and since had repolished.
Consequently the CPD plates were taken with the
original 0.15-m ƒ/9 lens.58
Photographs were taken from the south celestial
pole to −18° declination. The 0.15-m lens was mounted
inside a 0.3-m square wooden tube; an 85-mm ƒ/13
Dollond telescope, fitted with an illuminated eyepiece
micrometer, was used for guiding. The astrograph was
used on a Grubb equatorial mount installed initially in
the Wind Tower. Each area was photographed on
two different nights with the intention of recording all
stars to magnitude 9.5. A minimum of 613 plates was
needed to ensure full coverage; in practice over 1800
would be taken.59 Over the five years of exposures the
sensitivity of the dry plates used, originally by Paget
and later by Derby, increased enabling exposure times
to be halved to 30 minutes.
8.3. Kapteyn’s collaboration
For a professional astronomer the value of star photographs depends on their accurate measurement. In 1885
Gill and Kapteyn had collaborated on a new method
for measuring latitude based on the altitude of the
celestial pole.60 Gill was impressed by Kapteyn’s mathematical skills and asked for suggestions for measuring
the CPD plates. At the beginning of 1886 he received
an exciting letter from Groningen: ‘If you will confide
to me one or two of the negatives I will try my hand at
them, and, if the result proves as I expect, I will gladly
devote some years of my life to this work, which would
disburden you a little … I would gain the honour of
associating my name with one of the grandest undertakings of our time.’ 61
Kapteyn involved two or three assistants, especially
Teunis Willem de Vries (1862–1937), for the more
repetitive parts of the work while he constructed and

8.2. The Cape Photographic Durchmusterung underway
Gill’s photographic survey of the southern heavens, the
Cape Photographic Durchmusterung (CPD), began on
1885 April 10; photography would continue until 1890
December. Gill had visited Eduard Schönfeld (1828–91)
at Bonn Observatory a year earlier, noting that: ‘He has
just brought to completion his scheme for carrying the
‘Durchmusterung’ of Argelander from 2° S to 23° S
[using a 0.15-m refractor], and I have seen one of the
charts. I got much practical information from him as to
the methods by which such a work could be carried
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used a parallactic measuring device at his ‘observatory’ in the Physiological Laboratory in Groningen.
The cramped working environment was described by
Gill’s secretary and assistant, Henry Sawerthal (1867–
1919), who visited Groningen during his 1889 tour of
European observatories.62
Kapteyn lectured at Groningen University, where
he had the chair of astronomy, but the Netherlands
was never able to provide him with a real observatory;
so, with great patience and tact, he created his own
path as an international astronomer through partnerships across the globe.63 For the CPD, the world’s first
photographic star catalogue, 454,875 stars to at least
magnitude 9.2 were accurately measured. Results were
published in three volumes of the Cape Annals in 1895–
1900 and Kapteyn received the Gold Medal of the
RAS in 1902 for his contribution.64

astrograph and 0.24-m guidescope had cost them
35,000 francs (£126,000 today).69 Gill responded:
It is probably premature to order the requisite
apparatus, and to consider the type of instrument
already definitely settled … I should be inclined
to recommend the adoption of much larger object
glasses. With an aperture of 24 inches, for example,
stars of the same magnitude which, with your
present aperture, require an exposure of an hour,
will be photographed in 15 minutes … the actual
number of photographs to be obtained in a year
would thus probably be 8 or 10 times more with
an object glass of 24 inches aperture than with
one of 12 inches … large telescopes will do the
work more economically and more efficiently.70
Gill continued by recommending publication of photogravure copies of plates over a 30-year timescale, each
giving coordinates to one arc-minute. Using his CPD
experience he added: ‘The idea of publishing proper
copies of the plates with rectangular coordinates photographed upon them was originally suggested to me
by Prof. J. C. Kapteyn for my Southern Photographic
Durchmusterung.’
In 1886 June Mouchez sent Gill the latest astrograph results showing Jupiter’s red spot, the rings of
Saturn, and the Moon. Gill replied with suggestions of
the best procedures to secure the involvement of the
British Government. In August Mouchez discussed the
Congress with Struve, who had visited the newly
completed 0.76-m Nice refractor. The list of potential
delegates had now grown to over 30.
Meanwhile at Greenwich Christie was also hoping
to use a large aperture, having written to Mouchez in
August: ‘Our new refractor of 28 inches diameter may
be made available for celestial photography … with our
present 12.75 inch I am trying a correcting compound
lens about 30 inches within the focus to unite the
photographic rays, but I do not expect to be able to use
a large field with this arrangement’.71 In December Gill
confirmed to the French Academy of Sciences his
attendance at Paris for 1887 April 16 at the Congrès
International de la Carte du Ciel.

8.4. Planning the international Congress
The Gill–Mouchez correspondence prior to the Paris
Congress of 1887 proves very revealing. They both
advocated a larger instrument for the project but the
French Government chose a different path. In 1885
June Gill confirmed his support: ‘I should be very
glad to enter into a scheme for a “carte du ciel” in
cooperation with you’.65 By 1886 March Gill informed
Mouchez that Woods had completed 340 plates for the
CPD, each 6° square, adding:
But star charting of practical utility cannot be
taken up as haphazard, but must be begun on a
plan carefully pre-considered in every detail, and
carried out by instruments and methods as a far
as possible absolutely identical … I mean that not
only the photographs should be secured, but that
they should be measured, and the deduced Right
Ascensions and Declinations be published in the
form of a Catalogue reduced to a common
equinox … formation of a complete photographic
library of the heavens … I think it will be essential
to have a Conference, and I should be glad to
attend such a conference in Paris in March or
April 1887.66
On 1886 April 30 a key decision to equip the French
observatories at Algiers, Bordeaux, and Toulouse with
the Henry/Gautier 0.33-m astrograph was taken.67
Gautier’s intuition had proved correct; in addition to
the 0.76-m equatorial for Nice and coudé telescopes
for Algiers and Lyon, he now had commissions for
three astrographs. His liaison with the Henry brothers
also involved the measurement of glass plates.
In May the first macro-micrometer, capable of
measuring to 0.01 arc-second, was installed in the East
Tower at Paris Observatory. Orders would continue to
flow in for several years.68 Among these was the grande
coudé equatorial of 0.6-m aperture granted to the Paris
Observatory in lieu of the 0.75-m project.
Mouchez informed Gill in May of the French
government’s decision, mentioning that the 0.33-m
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9. Third trip home 1887 February–
June: the Paris Congress
Gill arrived in England mid-February of 1887 with
mixed feelings. His younger brother Patrick had died
in Melbourne the previous summer and there
remained family matters to address.72 He was excited
by the prospect of collecting his new Repsold instrument; the 0.17-m heliometer would facilitate the most
accurate measurement of the solar parallax ever made.
He had arranged to meet Kapteyn and journey with
him to Hamburg to make the final checks.
Gill attended the April 6 RAS meeting in London
where a paper by Grubb, The choice of Instruments for
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Stellar Photography, was discussed. Grubb expressed no
preference for either refractor or reflector for photography but held the view that 2° square fields provided
the best definition and that curved plates might increase
this significantly.
Gill then addressed the meeting, outlining the CPD
project underway at the Cape and the importance of
measuring plates accurately. To his surprise, completion
of the CPD was attacked by Common who argued that
a larger image scale should have been used. Despite his
preference for reflecting telescopes, Common believed
that the photographic survey would be best delivered
by refractors.73 Sensibly, Gill made no reference to the
near-completion in France of astrographs for Algiers,
Bordeaux, and Toulouse.

graph would have been discussed; Gill and Mouchez’s
proposal for larger apertures ended at this stage.
Christie would have been surprised by the depth of
Gill’s networking as all the astronomers present were
friends of Gill. The preliminary committee produced
two Congress programmes: delegates received the preliminary version at the opening session but Mouchez’s
21 detailed questions were reserved for later sessions.75
All Congress proceedings were conducted in French,
placing some delegates (especially Common) at a disadvantage. Management of resolutions was also different
in France with the Chairperson having a stronger role.
The first three resolutions were agreed quickly: a collaborative project using identical instruments to prepare
a photographic chart of the heavens for precise determination of star magnitudes and positions. A technical
committee of 19 delegates was created to decide on the
instruments required and magnitudes to be obtained;
Auwers, Christie, Common, Gill, Paul and Prosper
Henry, Janssen, Kapteyn, Loewy, Roberts, Struve, and
Wolf joined this group which met on the morning of
April 18.
The English astronomers Christie, Common, and
Roberts expressed their preference for the refractor,
and Gill proposed that the Henry astrograph should be
adopted. Regarding star magnitudes the Henry brothers
confirmed that their 0.33-m ƒ/10 astrograph recorded
14th-magnitude stars in 15 minutes. Christie supported
the Henry arrangement in which the objective focal
length produced a scale of one arc-minute per millimetre on the plate. An additional recommendation for
choosing an aperture of 0.33 m was also proposed.
These decisions effectively limited the size of the
photographic field to 2° square.

9.1. The Congress begins
The International Astrophotographic Congress assembled for the first time on the afternoon of 1887 April
16, with 58 delegates from 18 nations.74 Numbers had
increased at the last minute due to the inclusion by the
French Academy of Sciences of an additional nine
delegates. Mouchez at this time was conscious of the
possible termination of his second five-year contract,
due for renewal within a year, and was under great
pressure to deliver a successful outcome.
Three days before the Congress, Gill attended the
preliminary planning meeting in Paris. Mouchez,
Struve, Auwers, and Christie were also present together
with Herman Carl Vogel (1841–1907) from Potsdam
Observatory and Hendrik Gerard Van de Sande
Bakhuyzen (1838–1923) from Leiden Observatory.
It is likely that the political decision of the French
Government to fund the Henry/Gautier design of astro-

Fig. 6: The Paris Congress of 1887. In the middle of the front row are Jules Janssen (white beard), William Christie, Ernest Mouchez,
Otto Struve, and Arthur Auwers. From left in the second row are Charles Wolf, Jacobus Kapteyn, Edward Knobel, and Ainslie Common;
Maurice Loewy is behind Mouchez, Isaac Roberts behind Auwers, with David Gill fifth from right. From left in the back row are Paul
Henry, Prosper Henry, and Paul Gautier. Elkin is sixth from left above Christie.(Kapteyn Astronomical Institute)
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On April 19 the Congress endorsed the recommendations of the technical committee. In doing so, they
had unknowingly supported the decision of the French
government one year earlier. Mouchez must have
breathed a sigh of relief!

determinations of star magnitudes and any distortion
of the image at the field edges. A recommendation for
two new southern observatories was made, one in
New Zealand and the other on the island of Réunion.
At the second session on April 27, training requirements were considered together with a 10-point plan
for research tasks.

9.2. A Chart and a Catalogue
The astrophotographic section met during the morning
of April 20 to consider the achromatism of the telescope objectives and the sensitivity and reproducibility
of the photographic plates. A resolution for choosing
wavelengths near the Fraunhofer line G (i.e. around
430 nm, in the blue end of the spectrum) was agreed,
corresponding to the most sensitive region of the
available bromide plates.
The afternoon session involved the astronomical
section which considered how to overcome errors due
to temperature variation, fixing of the plates, and
determination of their scale value. Agreement was also
reached to complete plates of shorter exposure with a
reticule of lines (réseau) imprinted. The following
morning Gill suggested that the Catalogue plates,
recording stars to 11th magnitude, could involve
exposures of only 2 minutes, enabling up to 5 million
star positions to be determined. Struve and Christie
initially queried whether both a catalogue and a chart
were needed, but Congress voted nearly unanimously
in favour of both.
The afternoon session of April 21 again involved
the astrophotographic section which considered the size
of the field possible without distortion and the preservation of the glass plates. The growing number of plates
required and time needed was increasingly being
debated. On the morning of April 22 the astronomical
section completed its work by approving the choice of
11th magnitude for the Catalogue plates and agreeing
to research details for the réseau. In the afternoon, a
visit to Meudon Observatory was arranged.
The afternoon of April 23 endorsed the recommendations of the two sections. Formation of a Permanent
Committee to oversee Congress resolutions was agreed.
Costs within France were provided, with 40,000 francs
(£144,000 today) being quoted for the construction of
an astrograph and 2000 francs (c.£7000 today) per year
for a photographic assistant. The French government
had already budgeted for 126,000 francs (£454,000
today) for the three observatories of Algiers, Bordeaux,
and Toulouse.
The final session on April 25 included election of 11
members to the Permanent Committee; these included
Christie, Gill, Henry, Loewy, and Struve. Delegates
Common and Janssen were invited to form an additional committee for investigating how photography
could be utilized in other branches of astronomy.
The Permanent Committee met on April 26.
Mouchez clarified their executive role and urged them
to delegate specific investigations to specialist scientists.
Photographs of the Pleiades cluster would be used for
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9.3. Controversial times
The British delegates reported their experiences to the
1887 May 13 RAS meeting.76 Common appeared not
to have realized that the choice of the refractor, in
particular the Henry/Gautier 0.33-m astrograph, had
been a political one. Nor did he appreciate that the
Congress had agreed both a Chart of the stars to 14th
magnitude and a Catalogue to 11th magnitude. He had
been particularly impressed with the 0.27-m coudé
refractor and the skills of the Henry brothers. Christie,
Gill, and Edward Ball Knobel (1841–1930) also
reported their impressions of the Congress, which in
everyone’s opinion had been a great success.
At the June 10 RAS meeting Charles Pritchard
(1808–93) described his photographic research on the
parallax of 61 Cygni at Oxford University Observatory.77 Gill praised Pritchard’s work and also
explained the Paris decision to use a réseau of lines
imprinted on the photographic plates to help correct
for any distortion errors.
Meanwhile, on June 3 Gill had delivered an illustrated lecture to the Royal Institution in London on the
applications of photography to astronomy, the text of
which was reproduced in the July and August issues of
The Observatory.78 He included a brief description of his
visit to the Montrouge workshop of the Henry brothers
and his admiration of their work.
Two days later he wrote to Mouchez with some
good news:
Yesterday at the meeting of the Board of Visitors
of the Greenwich Observatory it was agreed to
recommend that there should be a photographic
telescope provided for Greenwich and for the
Cape to carry out the resolutions of the Paris
Congress. My lecture came off on Friday, and was
considered very successful. The photographs were
projected by electric light on a field 20 feet [6 m]
in diameter, and showed splendidly. I repeat the
lecture at Oxford tomorrow.79
Gill had not enjoyed all parts of his Greenwich visit,
though. A dispute with Christie had escalated at Paris
and looked increasingly difficult to resolve. The problem
had arisen the previous December when the Royal
Society had suspended their grant; this had been
awarded mainly for solar corona photography but Gill
was using it to fund Woods to complete the CPD.
Foolishly, Gill had attempted to justify the work of
the CPD by a vote of the Congress and Christie had
threatened to leave in protest. Gill was forced to
withdraw the vote, despite support from Auwers and
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Struve. Christie believed that all work of the Royal
Observatories should be coordinated and that Gill was
adopting a unilateral approach; Gill disagreed and
elected to pay Woods out of his own salary.
Writing to Lord Crawford in 1887 July about this
and another problem, involving installation of electric
lighting at the Cape, Gill referred to ‘Christie’s hostility,
and the unscrupulous use which he is now making of
his position to upset my work … he is at present scientific referee of the Admiralty on all documents referring
to the scientific conduct of the Cape Observatory.’ 80
Clearly Gill wished he had the scrutiny of a Board of
Visitors, as was the case for the Astronomer Royal at
Greenwich.
Things got worse at the end of 1887 when the
editor-ship of The Observatory passed jointly to Common
and Herbert Hall Turner (1861–1930). Turner was
Christie’s chief assistant at Greenwich.81 In the issue of
1888 May, Common and Turner criticized Gill for
suggesting a Central Bureau for measuring plates.82
They wrongly asserted that production of a catalogue
had not been sanctioned by the Congress and that Gill
was extending the project’s lifetime to 50 years.
The June issue included letters from Mouchez and
Knobel challenging the views of the Editors. Common
and Turner responded by arguing that the original
programme had included only a ‘catalogue of reference stars’ whereas planning now seemed to require a
‘catalogue of 2 million stars’.83 The July issue included
responses from Mouchez and Common,84 with another
from Gill in August.85 The dispute would rumble on in
the pages of The Observatory for many years.86

millimetre, giving 10° square fields to 14th magnitude;
combined with a 0.2-m objective prism it also gave
spectral data to 8th magnitude. In 1889 it was taken by
Solon Irving Bailey (1854–1931) to Peru to extend the
survey to the whole sky; a near-identical replacement,
the 0.2-m Draper telescope, was installed at Cambridge.
By 1892 these two astrographs were producing nearly
5000 glass plates annually.
Pickering employed female computers, led by
Williamina Paton Stevens Fleming (1857–1911), for
analytical work. Construction of a three-storey plate
store at Cambridge had begun and funding for the
0.6-m Bruce ƒ/6 astrograph had been secured. With
such a range of resources Pickering might easily have
produced his own ‘carte du ciel’ during the 1890s but
delayed production of the first photographic chart of
the heavens until 1903.90

9.4. Pickering’s alternative plan
Common did not reserve his venom solely for Gill.
Edward Charles Pickering (1846–1919) of Harvard
College Observatory had chosen not to attend the
Congress but had sent his opinions to Mouchez by
letter. In a further letter in 1888 February, Pickering
suggested using a double object glass, consisting of four
lenses assembled like the Voigtländer design used in
ordinary photography. An aperture of 0.3 m working
at ƒ/5.6 would be used for exposures up to 60 minutes
on an accurately driven but unguided mount. Plates
would be 0.3 m square, enabling good images in a
central field of 5° square to be measured. The plates
would be used for spectroscopic study and investigations of stellar magnitudes.87
In 1889 August the Editors of The Observatory outlined their concerns about Pickering’s plans.88 Their
misunderstandings were addressed by Pickering in the
October issue, but as with Gill the Editors declined any
apology.89
Pickering raised sufficient funds to install photographic refractors at both Cambridge (Harvard College
Observatory) and Arequipa, Peru (Boyden Station).
The 0.2-m ƒ/6 Bache doublet operated at Cambridge
from 1885 March at a scale of 3 arc-minutes per

10.1. Solar parallax observations
Measuring the average distance from the Earth to the
Sun, and hence the scale of the Solar System, has
always been a fascinating challenge. Gill spent a lifetime seeking new methods of improving the accuracy
and precision of the solar parallax. In 1874 at
Mauritius he had observed the minor planet Juno, and
three years later at Ascension Island his target was
Mars; in both cases their diurnal shift against background stars at opposition was measured with the
0.1-m heliometer. Now, with the new Repsold 0.17-m
instrument, fainter reference stars down to 8th
magnitude could be used.
This time the targets were minor planets Iris,
Victoria, and Sappho which were all observed near
opposition in 1888–89. Gill and Finlay both made
measurements of Iris. For the opposition of Victoria in
1889 Gill was delighted to welcome Auwers to the Cape
for four months; excellent observing weather meant
there would even be time for them to enjoy the golf
course. Gill completed the majority of results at the
opposition of Sappho, in each case devising careful
strategies to reduce measurement errors.91
Gill also needed observations from other observatories around the world. Elkin at Yale Observatory
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10. Fourth Cape voyage 1887 July to
1891 January: the astronomical unit
Gill expected his next Cape voyage to bring hugely
significant outcomes. During the quieter moments of
the Paris Congress he had explored with Elkin fine
details of their next project, a determination of the
solar parallax involving simultaneous heliometer
measurements. Their plan involved triangulation from
observatories in both north and south hemispheres to
precisely determine parallaxes of minor planets at
opposition, which would enable a value of the Sun’s
distance to be calculated.
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was his main partner; heliometers at the Radcliffe
Observatory in Oxford, Leipzig, Göttingen, and
Bamberg also played a vital role.

assured of obtaining the necessary funds for the
construction of a few instruments’.96 In reality, as we
have seen, three astrographs were already under construction for the observatories of Algiers, Bordeaux,
and Toulouse with the support of the Government of
the new French Republic.
The Carte du Ciel would require astronomers to
develop new forms of organization, work practices,
quality control, and resources on a global scale. French
astronomy in the 1880s was dominated by decentralization policies leading to the development of six
provincial observatories.97 In this context the Paris
Congress could be interpreted as a logical extension by
France to lead a decentralized global initiative capable
of elevating French science in a unique manner.

10.2. Solar parallax results
In 1889 September Gill wrote to Agnes Mary Clerke
(1842–1907) about the invaluable support of Auwers:
‘We have got a very splendid set of observations over
3100 pointings on 51 evenings and 48 mornings – and
these alone without the work of any other observatory
would give not a bad value of the solar parallax. But
combined with the Yale, Leipzig, Göttingen and
Bamberg observations should make a tremendously
exact determination.’ 92
Gill’s expectations proved correct, but as the reduction of the observations proceeded he discovered the
orbital places of the asteroids were not precise enough.
New and more accurate daily positions were computed
using 8-figure logarithms. The full reductions lasted nine
years but the results were worth it. For the solar parallax,
observations of Iris gave 8″.812 ± 0.009; Victoria gave
8″.8013 ± 0.0061; and Sappho gave 8″.7981 ± 0.0114.
From these figures, the mean solar parallax was
deduced to be 8″.8036 ± 0.0046, only 0.1% larger than
the modern figure.93 As an unexpected bonus, Gill
found that the results provided a new value for the
lunar inequality and hence the mass of the Moon.94, 95

11.1. Early Bulletins
In the autumn of 1888 the second Bulletin du Comité
International Permanent pour l’exécution photographique de la
Carte du Ciel was circulated.98 Mouchez reported that
seven astrographs by Henry and Gautier would be
finished by the spring of 1889; Vogel was completing
his research for the réseau which he would produce for
£4 each (£360 today); and the brothers Henry were
proposing the use of plates 3° square.99
The third Bulletin appeared at Easter 1889 containing proposals for discussion at the September meeting
of the Permanent Committee in Paris.100 These included
the size of the photographic plates and a series of
questions from Gill involving observatory zones, time
required for completing work, type of plates, and
exposure times for different magnitudes.
Gill was unable to attend because of his minor
planet observations for the solar parallax, but his influence is apparent in a letter to Mouchez in 1889 August:

11. The early years of the Carte du Ciel
Ernest Mouchez had welcomed delegates from 18
nations to Paris Observatory in 1887 April for the
Congrès International de la Carte du Ciel. In his
opening remarks he announced: ‘We are now almost

Fig. 7: Astronomy historian
Agnes M. Clerke spent two
months at the Cape in 1888,
observing and researching.
Gill wrote that she ‘sits opposite
me in my study with a pile of
books on either hand, which is
gradually growing till she seems
to be coming through a gate with
rather badly built pillars on either
side’ (Forbes, 1916, p. 203 ).
Here Clerke is seen in the Cape
Observatory study, with Isobel
Gill at left and Gill’s assistant
Henry Sawerthal standing at the
rear. (South African Astronomical
Observatory)
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I am glad that you have inserted my programme
without my name as author in the Bulletin …
there should be no difficulty now in deciding: for
the field 2° × 2°; for the testing of the reseau
130 mm × 130 mm; for the distance of the lines
5 mm; for the side of the plate 150 mm or
152 mm … It is the Catalogue, the organization
for its execution, computation and publication
which must cause the Astrophotographic Congress
of Paris to be an Epoch in the History of
Astronomy.101
The fourth Bulletin included final arrangements for
the September meeting and confirmation that the
seven astrographs by Henry and Gautier had all been
completed.102
11.2. The Permanent Committee meeting of 1889 September
Christie, Common, Kapteyn, and Knobel were among
the delegates who reviewed both the execution of the
photographic work and the use of the plates. The 2°
square size of field, 0.13-m square réseau, and 0.16-m
square plates were all confirmed, with Vogel supplying
the réseaux. Sky zones for 19 collaborating observatories were proposed.
At this stage the collaborators included Helsingfors,
Potsdam, Oxford, Greenwich, Paris, Vienna, Bordeaux,
Toulouse, Catania, Algiers, San Fernando, Mexico,
Tacubaya, Rio, Santiago, Sydney, Cape, La Plata, and
Melbourne. The allocated zones lay between two
parallels of declination, and were of different size. For
example, the Greenwich zone was 65° northwards to
the pole, the Paris zone was 18° to 24° north, and the
Cape’s zone was 41° to 51° south.
Immediately following the Permanent Committee
meeting at Paris, the International Congress on Celestial
Photography was held at Meudon,103 hosted by Janssen
and supported by Common and Wolf. The delegates
included Frank McClean (1837–1904) and Isaac
Roberts.104 In contrast to the prescriptive Carte du Ciel
this Congress adopted a more flexible approach to
maximize the impact of photography on astronomy
and broadened its remit to include spectroscopy.

Fig. 8a and 8b: The first six issues of the Bulletin of the Comité

International Permanent pour l’exécution photographique de la
Carte du Ciel were published as a combined volume in 1892. The
first Bulletin contained a contribution from Gill concerning the design
of a reseau to overlay the photographic plates, below. (BnF Gallica)

12. Royal Observatory, Cape of Good
Hope, in 1890
Unlike in France there was no School of Astronomy in
South Africa able to supply a succession of young staff;
Cape astronomers tended to remain in post for decades.
Gill undoubtedly wished he had someone with the
skills of the Henry brothers at the Cape, but was
resigned to having all his instruments made in Europe.
Finlay and Pett were both competent observers but
Maclear would retire soon for health reasons.
Computers and administrative staff proved even more
of a challenge, especially when the gold fields to the
north provided lucrative alternatives.
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12.1. Instruments
Two major new telescopes along with electric illumination for them and the main building significantly
improved the capacity of the Cape Observatory at the
end of the 1880s. Heliometer and astrographic domes
by Grubb had been erected north and south of the
main building. Installation of the Repsold 0.17-m
heliometer in 1887 August had, wrote Gill, given ‘the
most powerful and convenient instrument for refined
micrometric research in existence’.105
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The Cape Astrograph had been sanctioned on 1888
August 30. Gill informed Knobel soon after: ‘I have
formal official authority for – £2000 for telescope, £700
observatory and dome, £250 a year for 5 years for
skilled photographer, £50 a year for computer to aid
in exposing plates, £50 a year for chemicals. This is
£500 more than I asked for.’106 The mechanical parts
arrived from Grubb in 1890 June and the objectives in
August. Unfortunately both lenses needed further
figuring in Dublin; this would delay the start of the
Cape Zone plates until 1892 July.107
12.2. Work at the Cape
After the Paris Congress Gill speeded up production of
the CPD plates by working his photographers through
the night, Woods until midnight followed by Sawerthal
until dawn. This strategy limited the time he directly
funded the project. Meanwhile the Geodetic Survey
was going to plan due to the skill and determination
of Morris. His reduction of measures and use of the
newly returned Cape Standard Bar ‘A’ and comparator
kept him at the Observatory for over a year before his
return to Port Elizabeth and triangulation northwards
to Kimberley.
Gill, Finlay, and Auwers concentrated on the
measurements of Iris, Victoria, and Sappho for the
solar parallax. Finlay also worked with Commander
Thomas F. Pullen (1851–89) from 1889 June on the
measurement of West African longitudes; sadly Pullen
died from malarial fever in November.108

Fig. 9: The astrographs for the Carte du Ciel had a 0.33-m f/10
lens for photography with a 0.25-m visual guide telescope. In the
version constructed by Howard Grubb, above, the two objectives were
mounted in separate cylindrical tubes. Observatories in the British
Empire, including the Cape, ordered the Grubb design while French
observatories, and most others, chose the French version, below.
Fig. 10: In the French design of astrograph by Paul Gautier with
optics by Paul and Prosper Henry a rectangular steel tube contained
both the photographic and visual objectives. The French design had
an English mount, while the Grubb design used a German mount.

13. l’Observatoire de Paris in 1890
In 1888 May Mouchez informed Gill that he would be
continuing as Director of Paris Observatory for a third
5-year term. Gill responded: ‘It is essential that a man
like you, powerful, with the confidence of astronomers
of all nations, free from petty jealousy, stays at the head
of affairs’.109
Acquisition of land to the south coupled with
judicious planting of shrubs had transformed the
observatory grounds. A succession of new instruments
and renovation of the older equatorials had improved
resources but city expansion was undermining their
potential. Following the loss of the large refractor
Mouchez campaigned continually for an alternative
site but this never materialized.
13.1. Paris personnel
Mouchez was excellent at staff development. Leaving
Bigourdan to concentrate on double stars, nebulae, and
comets in the West Tower, he encouraged the Americanborn Dorothea Klumpke (1861–1942), who had joined
the staff in 1887, to gain observational experience with
the large refractor in the East Tower.110 Her linguistic
skills had proved invaluable during the Paris Congress
when she had translated many papers from foreign dele-
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The Observatory was now fully occupied with
research tests for the Carte du Ciel and also training a
succession of visiting astronomers from across the globe.
Five new observatories had joined the enterprise at the
1889 Permanent Committee meeting including Rome.
Padre Francesco Denza (1834–94) contacted Mouchez
in 1889 September explaining that the new Vatican
Observatory would be exclusively focusing on the Carte
du Ciel.114 Padre Giuseppe Lais (1845–1921) duly
arrived at Paris for training in 1890.115

14. Fourth trip home 1891 February–
July: the Astrographic Catalogue
promoted
Fig. 11: Photographic réseaux consisted of 5-mm squares with lines
0.01 mm wide. They were produced by Hermann Vogel of Potsdam
Observatory. Their purpose was to show up any distortion in the
emulsion during exposure and processing of the 16-cm glass plates.
Later the réseau lines proved useful to observatories involved in
measuring star images for the Astrographic Catalogue.

David and Isobel Gill sailed home in 1891 January for
a welcome holiday. Gill was keen to attend the Carte
du Ciel meeting in Paris and anxious to get his
astrograph lens improved by Grubb in Dublin. He had
promised to talk to the newly formed British Astronomical Association (BAA) and had been delighted to
learn that, unlike the RAS, they welcomed women
members.

gates, and she supported Mouchez significantly during
the last five years of his life, especially after his deafness
became acute.
Loewy was beginning experiments on lunar photography and completing his research on atmospheric
refraction. Wolf was now more occupied on his
teaching at the Sorbonne and publication of books on
cosmology and the history of the pendulum. He also
conducted an important inventory of historical equipment used at the Observatory.

14.1. The Permanent Committee meeting of 1891 March
The fifth Bulletin in 1890 October included news that
Bischoffsheim had provided 10,000 francs (£36,000
today) for a parallactic micrometer to accurately
measure star positions.116 Astronomers were requesting
clearer guidelines on how to reach magnitudes 9, 11,
and 14, given the variation in emulsions and developing techniques. A detailed report of the Paris Congress
by American delegate Albert Gustav Winterhalter
(1856–1920) had been published.117 The sixth Bulletin
appeared just prior to the March meeting and included
papers by Kapteyn on the measurement of plates and
reduction of data.
In Paris the Permanent Committee received detailed
reports from a dozen participating observatories and
news on improvements in the sensitivity and production
of photographic plates. The British delegates included
Christie, Knobel, and photographer William de
Wiveleslie Abney (1843–1920) whose contributions
broadened the debate on how celestial images were
recorded. Gill emphasized the importance of completing the Catalogue plates first, followed by positional
measurements of 60,000 to 70,000 stars with meridian
circles.
The Committee decided that the Catalogue plates
would involve three different exposures: 10 seconds, 3
minutes, and 6 minutes, with the telescope adjusted by
30″ between each. (By comparison, the Chart plates
involved three longer exposures, usually of 20 minutes,
with the telescope shifted by 10″ each time to give an
equilateral triangle of images.) Overlap of fields would
require more than 22,000 glass plates to be exposed
and measured, with each observatory responsible for

13.2. Henry optics
By 1888 the Henry brothers had completed optics for
eleven Carte du Ciel astrographs, seven coudé equatorials, refractors of 0.38-m and 0.76-m aperture at
Nice, and numerous test instruments. In 1889 the
brothers began work on three telescopes for Meudon
Observatory, namely a 0.83-m visual refractor, 0.6-m
astrograph, and 1-m reflector.111
Loewy’s development of the coudé refractor earned
him the Gold Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society
in 1889. He was now busy supervising installation of
the 0.6-m grande coudé which operated at ƒ/30 with
an 18-m focal length. Loewy and Puiseux used it for
their monumental photographic atlas of the Moon.
13.3. Observing programmes
Mouchez began funding spectral analysis and the
exciting new world of astrophysics. Henri Alexandre
Deslandres (1853–1948) arrived from the Sorbonne
at the end of 1889. Attaching a spectroscope to the
rarely used 1.2-m reflector he began measuring radial
velocities of stars and rotation periods of Jupiter and
Uranus.112 In 1890 crown and flint prisms were in use
on the smaller equatorials.113
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some 1200 plates. A typical Catalogue plate would contain between 150 and 500 stars, all needing at least two
measures in x, y coordinates.
Inevitably such decisions delayed the entire scheme;
in the event, more than 40 person-years were needed
to complete each zone. Over the next six decades 150
volumes of data would be published with 8.6 million
measures of 4.6 million stars completed, a truly monumental achievement.118

the involvement of Kapteyn who had completed twothirds of the measurements.
Three months later Gill updated the BAA on the
Astrophotographic Committee meeting. He explained
how the Catalogue plates would be underway soon and
that the Chart plates would require exposures up to 40
minutes. He called it ‘a work that will form a broad
basis of sidereal astronomy for which our descendants
of 200 or 300 years hence will thank us.’ 123

14.2. More challenges
The Editors of The Observatory remained indignant in
their belief that the whole project had been illegally
magnified and that a return to the original exposure of
15 minutes used by the Henry brothers would ensure
project completion within a reasonable timescale.
Nevertheless Common and Turner found it possible to
‘sincerely congratulate Admiral Mouchez and all the
original promoters of the scheme on the great enthusiasm they have evoked.’ 119 This was undoubtedly true
as Mouchez, leading his final Carte du Ciel meeting,
had now succeeded in motivating astronomers globally
to either participate directly, develop complementary
projects, or contribute to associated research.
However, Mouchez faced further challenges. In
1891 July Christie informed the Henry brothers that
Greenwich was querying the need for the réseau screen
because of its diffraction effects. Believing he had their
support he wrote to Mouchez in August: ‘We are quite
ready to begin the regular work of taking the photographs for the Carte du Ciel and the Catalogue. As
regards the use of the screens for determining magnitude, I quite agree with MM. Henry and Prof.
Pritchard that we must give up the idea and rely on
Prof. Pritchard’s photometric determinations.’ 120
Tactfully Mouchez was able to dissuade Christie
from this course of action. In 1892 May Christie quietly
backed down, writing to Mouchez: ‘As you object to
my proposal to give up the use of the réseau altogether
I will not press it, and we will go on using the réseau for
the Catalogue as well as we can … for I am desirous
above all things of acting in concert with my colleagues … I was only carrying to its logical conclusion
your own proposal to give up its use on the Chart
plates.’ 121 In practice Mouchez had engaged the Henry
brothers to make a series of exhaustive tests using a
portrait lens with artificial stars and their results won
the day.

15. Fifth Cape voyage 1891 August to
1893 January: changing times
Gill returned to the Cape in 1891 August, pleased with
the steady advance of the Carte du Ciel. On his return
Gill devoted four months of heliometer time to a new
project: ‘219 measures of the mutual distances of
Jupiter’s satellites … in response to Dr. Elkin’s request
for co-operation with Yale, for a determination of the
mass of Jupiter.’ 124 Gill and Finlay then joined Morris
at Kimberley to measure the third baseline for the
Geodetic Survey.
In May the following year Gill received news that
his sister Margaret had died from pneumonia, not long
after the death of her husband.125 Bella, whose own
mother had recently died, reminded her husband that
he was now guardian of Margaret’s three sons, aged
between 5 and 9; arrangements were immediately made
to bring them to the Cape.
Better news arrived in July from Kapteyn who had
just finished over a million measures of the CPD plates.
Gill enthusiastically welcomed his letter: ‘Sincerely I
congratulate you.’ 126 However the ‘year of sadness’ had
not yet finished. Worse news was to come from Paris.
15.1. The death of Mouchez
The year 1892 had begun well for Mouchez with
observatories around the world starting to obtain their
first photographs for the Carte du Ciel. At Paris the
Henry brothers completed 82 Chart plates and 173
Catalogue plates during the year. The Chart plates
were of 40 minutes exposure and covered seven of
their Ecliptic Chart regions, revealing almost twice the
number of stars visually recorded by them 20 years
earlier. They successfully tested a new wider-angle
0.2-m lens design and planned to upgrade the 0.33-m
astrograph.
Publication of the second part of the Paris
Observatory Star Catalogue for Lalande stars had
been completed. The dedicated support of Dorothea
Klumpke had been rewarded with her appointment as
manager of the new Micrometer Service with four lady
computers. An enlarged photographic laboratory had
been funded and construction was underway.127
In February that year Mouchez and his family
embarked on what was to be his final sea voyage, to
North Africa, a coastline he had surveyed 20 years

14.3. BAA talks
On February 25 Gill addressed the BAA on the subject
of celestial photography. He justified the continuing
need for the CPD with an interesting analogy: ‘I may
compare the Cape Survey to a book of 4-figure
logarithms and the International Survey to one of 7figures … without it, it would have been impossible to
select the requisite guiding stars and the fundamental
stars for the greater work.’ 122 He continued by praising
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earlier, and Italy. He visited his brother in Algiers and
inspected first-hand the Carte du Ciel astrograph at the
Observatory. In Rome he stayed in the Vatican City,
meeting Pope Leo XIII, Count Cardinal Pecci, who
had authorized their Observatory. However, during
their two-month tour his wife Carlota became increasingly concerned that her husband was tiring quickly.
On 1892 June 24 Mouchez called a final meeting of
his Paris colleagues where, as Klumpke described, he
read out the programme he had prepared on
various subjects under discussion, requesting
them to share with him the responsibility of their
solution. Having thus made, as it were, his
scientific will, having confided to their hands the
great work he had begun, he returned to his
beautiful country-seat at Wissous. On arriving
there he declined all nourishment and laid down
to rest, and before another dawn he had passed
peacefully away, surrounded by his loving and
devoted family.128
Mouchez died on 1892 June 29, aged 70. He was succeeded at Paris Observatory first by François Félix
Tisserand (1845–96) for four years and then by Loewy
until 1907. They broadly followed Mouchez’s programme, so his leadership dominated astronomy in
France for three decades.

The choice of astrograph can be linked directly to
the 1852 mapping project of Chacornac and his
Ecliptic Charts. The Henry brothers adopted his scale
of 1 arc-minute per millimetre and this determined the
focal length of their 0.33-m astrograph design. The
Government of the French Republic then commissioned in 1886 similar instruments for the observatories
at Algiers, Bordeaux, and Toulouse. A year later the
Paris delegates were steered towards the same choice
for the global project with successive resolutions consolidating this early decision. Greater appreciation of
the skills of Paul and Prosper Henry is warranted.
Gill and Mouchez began their respective directorships dreaming of a large refractor and both advocated
a 0.6-m astrograph for the Carte du Ciel. Mouchez’s
dream resulted in the 0.6-m grande coudé in 1891,
while Gill would in 1894 secure a gift from Frank
McClean for the 0.6-m Victoria telescope at the Cape.
The collaboration of two of the most influential astronomers of the 19th century is celebrated through their
development of Observatories in different continents
but sharing more in common than might be imagined.
This paper has limited its coverage to two observatories and a relatively short period of time. To appreciate an alternative perspective on the development of
astronomical photography we should also examine the
approach adopted by Harvard College Observatory.
To this end, the work of Edward Pickering supported
by another Scottish astronomer, Williamina Paton
Fleming (1857–1911), will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.

16. Was it worth it?
The author has estimated the total cost of the Astrographic Catalogue as roughly £20 million (at current
prices) up to its completion in 1962. Astronomers today
remain indebted to this mammoth task which, now
combined with modern space astrometric data, has
enabled precise proper motions to be derived for 2.5
million stars.
On the other hand, the companion Carte du Ciel
Chart was never completed. Hence the Carte du Ciel
project as a whole has often been criticized or deemed
a failure, but the author believes this is incorrect. A full
evaluation would need to consider many different
perspectives. If we ask, ‘Was the Carte du Ciel value
for money?’ my answer is: Definitely!
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Conclusion
In this paper the interaction between Gill and Mouchez
has been examined using a chronological approach to
evidence some key decisions involving the application
of photography to astronomy. Using the structure
provided by Gill’s ‘Cape voyages’, some of the myths
surrounding the Carte du Ciel project have been
challenged. The evidence suggests that attributing the
1887 Paris Congress outcomes solely to Gill and
Mouchez is incorrect.
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William Gascoigne, Richard Towneley,
and the micrometer
L. Joe LaCour and David Sellers
The telescope screw micrometer was an instrument crucial for the advance of
precision astronomy. Its original inventor, the Yorkshire astronomer William
Gascoigne (c.1612–44), was killed in the English Civil War. His name is now
known to historians of science around the world, but most of his papers were lost
in the maelstrom of war and the few that survived later disappeared. His own
micrometers and the modified versions made by Richard Towneley (1629–1707)
have all been lost. This paper describes a project to create a faithful replica of
Gascoigne’s micrometer, based on surviving evidence. The aim was to utilize it in
an optical system similar to that employed by Gascoigne and thus appreciate
more readily the characteristics of the instrument and to ascertain its ease of use.
orator, the physician Dr Henry Power FRS (1626–68)
of New Hall, Elland, near Halifax. Power was already
an admirer of Gascoigne. In his book Experimental
Philosophy (1664) he had described the young astronomer as ‘our famous and never to be forgotten
Country-man, Master Gascoign of Midleton near
Leeds, who was unfortunately slain in the Royal
Service for His late Majesty; a Person he was of those
strong Parts and Hopes, that not onely we, but the
whole World of learning suffered in the loss of him.’ 2
Power persuaded Towneley to bring Gascoigne's
invention to the attention of the Royal Society via a
fellow physician, Dr William Croone (1633–84).
Accordingly, on 1667 March 25, ‘being particularly
incouraged thereunto by Dr Power’, Towneley wrote
to Croone:3
I am told I shall be look’t upon as a great wronger
of our Nation, should I not let the World know,
that I have out of some scatter’d Papers and
Letters, that formerly came to my hands of a
Gentleman of these parts, one Mr. Gascoigne,
found out, that before our late Civil Wars, he had
not only devised an Instrument of as great a
power as M. Auzout’s, but had also for some
Years made use of it, not only for taking the
Diameters of the Planets, and Distances upon
Land, but had farther endeavour’d, out of its
preciseness, to gather many Certainties in the
Heavens; amongst which, I shall only mention
one, viz. the finding the Moons Distance, from two
Observations, of her Horizontal and Meridional
Diameters: which I the rather mention, because
the French Astronomer esteems himself the first

1. Introduction
As the French astronomer Adrien Auzout (1622–91)
penned a letter to the Royal Society of London on
1666 December 28 (Old Style) he could not have imagined the consternation that it would cause. Nor could
he have guessed that his action would almost certainly
save from oblivion the work of a young astronomer
from northern England who had suffered a violent
death almost a quarter of a century earlier.
Full of enthusiasm, Auzout wanted to tell English
scientific friends of his invention of the telescope screw
micrometer: an entirely novel device that he (together
with Jean Picard) had used to measure the angular
diameter of the Sun, Moon, and planets. ‘We can take
diameters to seconds’, he wrote, ‘and we can be almost
certain that we cannot be mistaken by more than 3 or
4 seconds... I can well assure you that the diameter of
the Sun was hardly smaller at its apogee than 31′ 37″
or 40″.’ 1
1.1. Prior claims
When Richard Towneley (1629–1707), a wealthy
Lancashire experimenter and patron of science, saw
Auzout’s letter in the Philosophical Transactions of the
Royal Society, he was dismayed. Not only was he
aware of the priority of the deceased Yorkshire
astronomer William Gascoigne (c.1612–44) in relation
to the ground-breaking instrument, he was actually in
possession of three such screw micrometers made by
Gascoigne a full 25 years earlier.
Towneley had probably been supplied with the
Transactions by his friend and experimental collab-
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that took any such Notice, as thereby to settle the
Moons Parallax. For, our Countrey-man fully
consider’d it before, and imparted it to an
Acquaintance4 of his, who thereupon proposed to
him the Difficulties that would arise in the
Calculation; with considerations upon the strange
Niceties, necessary to give him a certainty of what
he desired. The very Instrument he first made I
have now by me, and two others more perfected
by him; which doubtless he would have infinitely
mended, had he not been slain unfortunately in
his late Majesties Service. He had a Treatise of
Opticks ready for the Press; but though I have
used my utmost endeavour to retrieve it, yet I
have in that point been totally unsuccessfull: But
some loose Papers and Letters I have, particularly
about this Instrument for taking of Angles, which
was far from perfect. Nevertheless, I find it so
much to exceed all others, that I have used my
Endeavors to make it exact, and easily tractable;
which above a Year since I effected to my own
desire, by the help of an Ingenious and exact
Watchmaker in these Parts…
I shall only say of it, That it is small, not
exceeding in weight, nor much in bigness, an
ordinary Pocket-Watch, exactly marking above
40000 Divisions in a Foot, by the help of two
Indexes; the one shewing hundreds of Divisions,
the other, Divisions of the hundred; every last
division, in my small one, containing 1/10 of an
inch; and that so precisely, that, as I use it, there
goes above 2½ divisions to a Second. Yet I have
taken Land-Angles several times to one Division.

Richard Towneley, esq., Mr Gascoiyne’s instrument
for measuring the diameter of the stars [planets] with
great exactnesse’.7 The instrument was shown at a
society meeting two weeks later and in due course, a
description and drawing, made by Hooke, were
included in the Philosophical Transactions.
1.2. Examining the instrument
Unfortunately, despite Hooke's drawing, we do not
know how closely Towneley’s micrometer resembled
that of Gascoigne. Towneley claimed to have made the
device more ‘exact and easily tractable’, but the precise
extent of his modifications remains a mystery. Moreover, even the details of the Towneley variant itself are
somewhat uncertain. Without a doubt it was a remarkably precise instrument for its time and consequently
elicited the greatest admiration. The Royal Society
members judged it to be ‘a very ingenious and useful
contrivance’.8
Screws had been used in astronomical instruments
before Gascoigne’s time, but these had usually been for
slow-motion adjustment of settings or mountings such
as in Tycho Brahe’s steel sextant, c.1574,9 and not for
direct measurement or as a means of subdividing the
units on a measuring scale.
A genuine screw micrometer, measuring fractions
of turns and apparently capable of great precision, was
made in 1609 by Christoph Trechsler (1546–1624) of
Dresden, to a design by Lucas Brunn (c.1575–1624).
Unfortunately, it was destroyed by bombing during
World War II.10 There is no indication that it was used
for astronomical observations and no evidence that
Gascoigne or Auzout were aware of it.
Gascoigne himself was the first person to make use
of the Keplerian design of telescope – with its internal
common focal point – to insert micrometer pointers
into the optical path and thus initiate a major advance
in precision astronomy.

A week later, to back this up, Power also wrote to the
Society (maybe to Croone or Oldenburg):5
Worthy Sir
In some of yr last Phylosophycall Transactions it
seems one Mons: Auzott hath auquainted ye
world of his having found out an Instrumt to take
ye Diameters of ye Planetts exactly by, and
wherewh he can divide an inch into 25000 or
30000 parts.6 I finding presently invited Mr
Towneley to write to yuo of his screws and
[wheel:] Instrumts (which he has to my knowledge some years agoe invented and made use of
in ye like Case. wich I am Confident are as exact
and good as Azotts can be, I [...?] signified something to you ere this about it, I pray give mee ye
happinesse to continue this revived correspondence wt yuo and yuo will [sure] obliege
(worthy Sr)
yr most affectionate servant
Henrie Power
Wakefield, April ye 1st, 1667

1.3. Use at Greenwich
One of Towneley’s micrometers – whether the one
presented to the Royal Society or another example we
do not know – was given by Sir Jonas Moore (1617–79)
in the summer of 1670 to John Flamsteed (1646–1719)
to test. This particular micrometer became part of the
standard arsenal of the early Royal Greenwich Observatory and featured prominently in Francis Place’s
engravings (1676) of the Observatory’s instruments.11
Sadly, despite this impact, none of Towneley’s micrometers, nor any of the earlier variants made by
Gascoigne himself, have survived.
The present paper is the outcome of a project to recreate, as faithfully as possible, a Gascoigne–Towneley
micrometer and to incorporate it in an optical system
similar to that used by Gascoigne. In this way we
hoped to understand its characteristics and assess its
ease of use.

By 1667 July 11 Robert Hooke reported to his Royal
Society colleagues that Dr Croone ‘had received from
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Fig. 1: Robert Hooke’s
drawing of the Gascoigne–
Towneley micrometer, as
seen on Plate VI of the
Philosophical Transactions of
the Royal Society of London,
Abridged, vol. 1, 1809.
The original depiction was
published in the Philosophical
Transactions of 1667.

in attempting to create a replica is to concentrate on
the device that was presented at the Royal Society
meeting of 1667 July 25 incorporating Towneley’s modifications. At a later meeting (1667 November 7) Robert
Hooke was requested to produce a description and
diagrams of this instrument, which were published in
the Philosophical Transactions13 (see Fig. 1, which is a
slightly different version of Hooke’s diagram that was
published in the Abridged Transactions in 1809).
Unfortunately, Hooke’s description is prolix and
somewhat ambiguous. For example: ‘The Screw hath
that third of it, which is next the Plate, bigger than the
other two Thirds of it, by at least as much as the depth
of the small Screw made on it: The thread of the Screw
of the bigger Third is as small, again, as that of the
screw of the other two Thirds.’
The instrument depicted by Hooke is remarkably
compact. The mechanism is contained in a brass box
to which at one end is attached a circular brass plate
3 inches (76 mm) in diameter. This is the only useful
dimension given by Hooke.
The circular brass plate carries a graduated scale
with 100 divisions numbered in tens. Through the centre
of the plate and passing through the length of the box
is a carefully made single differential screw ‘about the
bigness of a Goose Quill’, according to Hooke. The
third of the screw’s length nearest the graduated plate
has fine threads, larger in diameter than the other twothirds, which has coarse threads at exactly twice the
pitch.
Hooke tells us that there are 60 turns of the coarser
thread on the screw and that, corresponding to these,

2. Surviving drawings and descriptions
The letter that Towneley sent to the Royal Society in
1667 March revealing the existence of the micrometer
did not say much about its design. Of its dimensions,
he stated simply ‘it is small, not exceeding in weight,
nor much in bigness, an ordinary Pocket-Watch’. As
concerns its precision: ‘exactly marking above 40000
Divisions in a Foot’. For more detailed guidance on the
specification of the micrometer we need to look to
other sources.
2.1. Flamsteed’s Preface to the Historia Coelestis Britannica
Although the Preface to Flamsteed’s magnum opus does
not describe the micrometer in any significant detail, it
does at least go some way in clearing up one mystery:
the relationship between Towneley’s micrometer and
the original one of William Gascoigne. Towneley said
that with the help of a watchmaker he made improvements to Gascoigne’s device. Flamsteed indicates one
aspect of the improvements: ‘Richard Towneley ...
carried forward and completed his instrument (the
micrometer) and made it perform with one screw, what
on Gascoigne’s instrument had required two.’ 12
Flamsteed was a friend of Towneley and the two
made measurements together with the micrometer at
the latter’s house. Therefore, it is reasonably safe to
trust his account.
2.2. Hooke’s description and sketch
There is no record of the physical appearance of
Gascoigne’s original micrometer. The best we can do
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there are 60 divisions on the ruled bar. Although he
states that the box and the plate are of brass, he does
not specify the material of the other components.
When the handle at the end of the screw is turned,
the screw rotates, making the nut holding the movable
pointer (driven by the coarse screw) move along the
box towards or away from the fixed pointer. As the nut
moves, it carries along a ruled bar that indicates the
pointer’s displacement in relation to the fixed pointer in
terms of the number of whole pitch-length increments.
These increments are divided by hundredths using the
dial hand against the scale on the circular plate.
The third of the screw with the finer threads drives
a block which is screwed to the movable cover of the
micrometer. Since this cover is to be attached to the
telescope mounting, the movement of the block causes
the whole micrometer assembly to move half the
distance travelled by the movable pointer, but in the
opposite direction. Thus, ingeniously, the pair of
pointers maintain a position in the centre of the field of
view, both equidistant from the optical axis of the
telescope.
Further Hooke manuscript material, including
sketches and notes about the micrometer, are contained
in the Royal Society Classified Papers 2:13 f.3, but these
add little to the paper published in the Philosophical
Transactions.

which both the pointers moved, had 1,307 parts to an
inch, the first new screws 3,465: your later 3,415’. 15
This suggests that the one in Flamsteed’s possession
was equivalent to the one with the first ‘new’ screws.
Possibly the one with two moving pointers was a more
direct descendant of the original Gascoigne model,
which apparently had less precision.
On 1673 August 2 Flamsteed wrote to the mathematician James Gregory (1638–75) in response to a
request for design information about the micrometer.
Although the letter is very detailed, it is of limited help
in constructing a replica – the diagram to which it
refers does not survive, and Flamsteed was primarily
describing an improved version that he himself had
devised. The construction of his own design was long
delayed, because ‘our smith despaired of making mee
such good screwes as Mr Townlys are’.16
2.4. Towneley’s manuscript description
The Flamsteed papers in the archive of the Royal
Greenwich Observatory (now held at the library of the
University of Cambridge) contain a hitherto unpublished manuscript description of the micrometer by
Richard Towneley himself.17 This is in Latin and has
been transcribed and translated for this project by Dr
Roger Ceragioli (University of Arizona); it appears on
the following two pages. The description coincides with
the Hooke version in the main, but does appear to
indicate that the micrometer screw was made of steel
(‘chalybeus’) rather than brass.
Another important design matter covered by
Towneley’s paper, but not Hooke’s, concerns the
manner of attaching the movable cover to the
micrometer box so that the required lateral sliding is
possible. Towneley reveals that:
There is also a steel peg (omitted from the illustration)18 in plate p,p implanted near its middle on
a perpendicular, which crossing through the box
itself is inserted into a slot in the forward plate, in
such a way that it always holds the box in contact
with the plate p,p such that, however, it allows the
box to move right and left, according as it is
extended in either direction by the screw c,c and
the nut f.
A further interesting detail given by Towneley is that
pointer e,e (like the pointer of a portable clock) is
moveable, such that when the other pointers, h
and i, are in contact it can be moved at will to the
beginning of the numbers inscribed on the
circumference of plate b,b.

2.3. Flamsteed’s correspondence
In the summer of 1670, John Flamsteed had been
presented with the Towneley micrometer by Sir Jonas
Moore. Although Flamsteed was keen to start testing
and using the instrument, there was a frustrating delay
until he was able to obtain suitable lenses and a
telescope tube. Eventually, he reported back to Moore
in 1674 April.14 By directly measuring the separation of
the pointers, he had calculated that the screw turned
35.10 revolutions per inch of separation. Towneley,
however, had found 34.65 revolutions per inch for a
screw in his possession that was ‘made in the same
box’ (a term then used for a threading die). Flamsteed
therefore decided to adopt a more sophisticated
approach to the calibration.
With the micrometer mounted in a telescope, he
placed a target 72 inches (1.83 m) wide 10,903 inches
(276.9 m) from the objective lens of the telescope. Then
he adjusted the micrometer pointers to exactly
encompass a crisp image of the target. For this tube
length, 165.5 inches (4.20 m), he found that pointer
separation corresponded to 38.33 turns of the screw.
Simple geometry of similar triangles then dictated that
the pointer separation was 1.0929 inches (27.76 mm),
i.e. 35.07 revolutions per inch. Given that the scale on
the circular plate had 100 subdivisions of a revolution,
this meant the micrometer could divide an inch into
3507 parts.
In an earlier letter to Towneley on 1673 January 25
Flamsteed had noted that ‘your old micrometer in
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3. Selected specification
It is clear from the above appraisal of the surviving
sources (Hooke, Flamsteed, and Towneley) that the
micrometer was an evolving instrument with several
variants designed by Towneley and Flamsteed. The
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Description of the micrometer by Richard Towneley17, transcribed and translated by Roger Ceragioli

Towneliani Micrometri Authoris Ipsius Descriptio
[f.72r]
Prima Pars hujus Instrumenti notata Literis a,a,a,a,a,a,
fig: j. ae[note 1] Exhibet formam ac magnitudinem Thecae aeneae,
cujus Extremorum alteri adferruminatur ejusdem me:
:talli Laminae[2] Orbicularis b,b,b, huius Centro inseritur
Extremitas altera Cochleae cc: (quam ab omni recipro
:cationis motu Cohibet illa alia Lamina d:d: majori
imposita) Altera vero Extremitas Cochleae incumbit
Puncto k: Index g[3]: (ob rationem mox dicendam) in
:teriori Ipsius Thecae parti affigitur ad b[4]; ità ut per
Rimam a,a, emineat, ut in figurâ cernitur. Dicta
autem cochlea matricem sive cochleam feminam
habet f: Cui Regula, sive ex aera lamina lata, et longa
g,g,g,g: adhaeret, quae intra Thecam acta, circa ipsius
medium ad a, debitae magnitudinis foramini inseri
:tur, per quod hâc, et illâc libere movetur Circumactâ
cochlea, et in situ superiori Thecae parti paralello[5]
semper Continetur. Huic Regulae affigitur index alter
h. Ipsius Thecae lateri a,a,a; Perpendicularis, seu
quod idem est, alteri Indici j, (Quotiès cochlea Circum:
agitur) Paralellus[6] semper existat, sed etiam ad dis:
:tantias inter utrumque indicem designandus.[7] Hoc
autem facit, ope alterius Indiculi l; Ipius Thecae
extremitati affixi, qui Clarius in anteriori facie
Instrumenti Cernitur, cum hic in Diagrammate pos:
terior[8] sese tantum Videndum Exhibeat. Index autẽ[9]
hic Tertius[10] l; Varias inter priores indices h et j;
distantias designat, beneficio notarum illic ipsi Re:
gulae g,g,g, incisarum; ubi post singulas Cochleae Circum:
volutiones per manubrium m; factas sese sistit Ipsa
Indiculi, l; Extremitas.
[f.72v]
Hinc autem fit ut Indiculus; suo motu ipsarum circum:
:volutionum numerum notet; Index vero Quartus
e,e,e: singulas Circumvolutiones in Centum Partes
aequales dividat in quot divisa est Circumferentia
Orbicularis Laminae b,b.
Hâc ratione Indices h; et i; tantum ab Invicem
dimovere opera Cochleae possumus quantum ipsa Coch:
leae Rimaeque a,a: longitudo patitur; Quinetiam
Opera Indicum l; et e,e: in Partes minutissimas hanc
distantiam dividere, at vero si (Supposito quod in:
dices h, et i; primo contigui sint, et Centro tubi Applicat:)[11]
Cochleam Circumagas ut eosdem ab Invicem ad
Angulum dimetiendum, dimoveas, Adhuc tantum In:
:dex h: (Immoto Indice j:) ad latus Tubi Sinistrorum[12]
dimovebitur, cum tamen, ut ritè haec operatio insti:
tuatur, oporteat utramqȝ[13] Indicem aequaliter a Cen:
:tro tubi distare; huic autem Incommodo sequenti
Inventione obviam Itum est.
Eidem axi Calybeo,[14] Cui incisa est Cochlea, (de quâ prius)
et Aci[15] in:equitat matrix f; cum affixo Indice h)
alia etiam Cochlea Circumciditur e,e, in eandem,
in quam prior, partem Contorta, sed cujus helices
dimidio minores sunt helicibus Prioribus: haec autem
Cochlea minor matricem q. habet, et haec matrix
duobus Clavis Laminae p,p,p, figae 2dae,[16] quae pars Thecae
posterior est ipsi Telescopio alijs Clavis affixa, prout
figa[17] Quarta Exhibetur) Hoc autem Artificio fit, ut
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Circumactis unâ ambabus cochleis per manubriũ[18]
m, per dimidium illius Spatij per quod Sinistrorsum
Index h fertur; dextrorsum feratur ope minoris
Cochleae. Integra Theca a,a,a; (Excepta posteriori
parte p,p,p, quae Telescopio adhaeret;) atque hinc acci
:dit ut aequali Intervallo uterqȝ[19] Index h, et j; a Centro tubi distet,
Quod in hac re unicè necessarium est.
[f.73r]
Est autem (qui in Schemate omittitur; Paxillus ferreus La:
:minae p,p, propè medium ad Perpendiculum infixus qui per
Thecam ipsam transiens rimulae[20] in anteriori Lamina eo
modo inseritur, ut ipsam Thecam[21] Contiguam semper tene
at Laminae pp, Ità tamen ut illi <co>piam[22] dextrorsum, sinis:
:trorsumque movendi faciat, prout in alter:utram Partem
a cochlea, c,c, et matrice f. dirigitur.
Deniqȝ[23] Index e,e, (instar Indicis horologij portatilis) mo
bilis est, ità ut Contiguis illis alijs indicibus, h, et j, ad nu:
merorum Initium in Circumferentiâ Laminae b,b, descrip
:torum pro libitu moveri possit. Hic autem Index e,e, cen
:tessimas partes illarum divisionum Commonstrat; Quae
:aciei[24] Regulae g,g: Impressae, ab Indiculo l, dinumerantur.
Hae sunt hujus Instrumenti partes utcunque descriptae,
ad quas ritè elimandas requiritur Artificis faberrimi
Industria, pεsertim[25] ad cochleas efformandas, quarum
Helices et exactâ Proportione, et ea fieri ex subtilitate
Oportet, ut Oculorum aciem pene[26]: effugiant; hinc enim
in numerosissimas partes distantiae dividuntur. Haec au
:tem omnia in instrumento descripto adeò accuratè facta
Inveniuntur ut illius ope Pollex qui pars pedis Anglicanj
12ma[27] est, in partes 3415 dividatur, pes Anglicanus
ad Gallicum se habet, ut numerus quindenanus ad nu:
-merum 16.
Notes
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
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i.e. figurae i.ae, that is, figurae primae.
An error for Lamina.
Error for i?
Error for k?
i.e. parallelo.
i.e. parallelus.
Meaning uncertain: designandas?
Reading uncertain.
i.e. autem.
Reading uncertain.
Perhaps se Applicent, or Applicentur?
An error for Sinistrorsum.
i.e. utramque.
i.e. Chalybeo.
A corrupt word of unknown significance.
i.e. figurae secundae.
i.e. figura.
i.e. manubrium.
i.e. uterque.
Reading uncertain: lacuna.
Reading uncertain: lacuna.
Reading uncertain: lacuna.
i.e. Denique.
Reading uncertain: faciei?
i.e. praesertim.
i.e. paene.
i.e. duodecima.
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Description of the micrometer by Richard Towneley17, transcribed and translated by Roger Ceragioli

The Author’s Own Description of the Townelian Micrometer
[f.72r]
The first part of this instrument, marked with the letters a,a,a,a,a,a,
(Figure 1) shows the shape and size of the brass box,
to one of whose ends is soldered a circular plate b,b,b made
of the same metal. In the center of this is inserted
one end of the screw c,c (which is prevented from all
oscillatory motion by plate d,d, fitted to the larger
plate). The other end of the screw rests on
point k. Index g (for a reason to be told shortly) is
attached to the inner part of the box itself near b, [note 1]
such that it projects through the slot a,a, as is seen in the figure.
Moreover, the said screw has a nut or female screw
f, to which is connected the ruler g,g,g,g, a plate of brass
long and wide, which when driven inside the box
to about its middle at a, is inserted into an orifice of appropriate
size, through which it freely passes this way and that, when
the screw is rotated. The ruler is kept always in upper position
parallel to the direction of the box. To this ruler is affixed a
pointer h, which is perpendicular to the side a,a,a of the box itself
– or what is the same thing – it always remains parallel to the
other pointer i (no matter how many times the screw is rotated)
for the purpose as well of marking out the distances between
either pointer.[2] It does this by aid of another small pointer l,
attached to the end of the box, which is seen more clearly
on the front face of the instrument, though here in the diagram
the rear face alone is shown for viewing. Moreover, this third
pointer l indicates the different distances between the previous
pointers h and i by benefit of marks engraved on the ruler
g,g,g, where the end of the small pointer l stops after individual
revolutions of the screw, made by the handle m.
[f.72v]
Hence it comes about that the small pointer by its movement
marks the number of revolutions themselves. A fourth pointer
e,e,e divides individual revolutions into 100 equal parts, which
is the number into which the circumference of the circular plate
b,b is divided.
In this way, we can separate the pointers h and i apart from each
other by action of the screw, just as far as the length of the
screw and slot a,a allows. Indeed, by action of the
pointers l and e,e, we can divide this distance into very
minute parts. But if (supposing that pointers h and i are initially
in contact, and are applied to the center of the tube[3]) you
should rotate the screw so as to separate the pointers
one from the other to measure an angle, at present only
pointer h (pointer i being immobile) will move to the left
toward the side of the tube, when however it should be the case
for the operation to be properly performed, that each pointer
stand equally apart from the center of the tube. This
inconvenience is met by the following invention.

the preceding threads. This lesser screw has a nut at q,
and this nut is attached to the telescope by means of the
two bolts in plate p,p,p (Fig. 2) – which plate forms the
rear side of the box – as is shown in Figure 4. By means of
this artifice it comes about that when both screws are revolved
together by means of the handle m, the entire box
a,a,a (except the rearward part p,p,p, which is fixed to
the telescope) is carried to the right by means of the lesser screw
through one-half as much space as the pointer h is carried
to the left. And hence it occurs that both pointers h and i
are separated from the center of the tube by equal intervals.
This is uniquely necessary in the present matter.
[f.73r]
There is also an iron peg (omitted from the illustration) in
plate p,p implanted near its middle on a perpendicular,
which crossing through the box itself is inserted into a slot
in the forward plate, in such a way that it always holds
the box in contact with the plate p,p such that, however,
it allows the box to move right and left, according as it is
guided in either direction by the screw c,c and nut f.
Finally, pointer e,e (like the pointer of a portable clock) is
moveable, such that when the other pointers, h and i, are
in contact it can be moved at will to the beginning of the numbers
inscribed on the circumference of plate b,b. Moreover, this
pointer e,e displays hundredth parts of those divisions that
are impressed on the face of ruler g,g and are counted by
the small pointer l. These are the parts of this instrument,
however well described. To finish them off duly requires
the diligence of a very skilled artisan, especially the cutting of
the screws, whose threads ought to be made both with exact
proportion and such subtlety that they nearly escape the eyes’
scrutiny. For thus distances are divided into the most
numerous parts. Moreover, in the instrument described all these
things are found so accurately made that by its aid, a thumb[6]
(which is the 12th part of an English foot) is divided into 3415 parts
– the English foot being to the French as 15:16.
Transcription and translation by Dr Roger C. Ceragioli,
University of Arizona, Tucson, USA
Notes
1. The meaning of this sentence is obscure. Perhaps g is in error
for i, and b for k, so that the correct meaning is “Pointer i…is
attached to…the box at k.”
2. The meaning of the Latin text is uncertain and appears to
contain an error.
3. The meaning of the Latin text is uncertain.
4. The Latin text at this point contains an unknown word Aci
which appears to be a mistake of some kind. It is omitted from the
translation.

On the same steel axle, on which the screw is cut (about
5. Presumably a mistake for c,c.
which we spoke earlier), and[4] the nut f rides (with affixed
6. i.e. an inch.
pointer h), another screw e,e[5] is also cut, turned in the same
direction as the preceding, but with threads smaller by one-half than
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specification adopted for this project, drawing on these
sources, is intended to produce a working replica close
in appearance to the original one presented to the
Royal Society in 1667 July.
When modelling the micrometer with computeraided design software it became apparent that the
description and sketch were lacking in details. These
missing details were carefully designed into the replica
consistent with early 17th-century tools, materials, and
methods. When designing the replica, some values in
Hooke’s description could not be satisfied without
conflict. Therefore, the replica has some differences in
the number of divisions on the scale and thread count
on the screw.
Below are the key components and dimensions
(with inches in parentheses to assist comparison with
the original):
• Box, brass: 89 × 12 × 17 mm (3.5 × 0.475 × 0.7 inch)
• Dial, brass: 76 × 1.6 mm (3.0 given by Hooke × 0.063
inch)
• Handle, brass: 3.6 to 3.3 mm + 0.76 mm diameter
knob (0.14 to 0.13 inch, + 0.3)
• Scale, brass: 89 × 6 × 1.6 mm (3.5 × 0.227 × 0.062 inch)
• Hand, brass: 2.8 to 0.8 mm (0.11 to 0.03 inch)
• Spring plate, brass: 25 × 0.6 mm (1.0 × 0.022 inch)
• Screw, steel: Fine section 23 mm (0.9) long, 4.8 mm
(0.1875) diameter (60 threads per inch); coarse section
47 mm (1.85) long, 4 mm (0.156) diameter (30 threads
per inch).

Fig. 2: Cutaway computer visualization of the replica micrometer.

says that it was soldered on. On our replica we soldered
the dial, as it was easier and safer given the thin crosssection of the box.
Dial, hand, and handle: The engraving of the dial
division lines and the end-scale division lines were
scribed using machine tools with a rotary table and the
linear motion of a milling machine. The font used for
the numbers is styled so as to be similar to those found
on scientific instruments of the period. The numbers
were hand-sketched about 75 mm high on paper, and
the outline was followed by hand using the stylus of a
pantograph, which reduced the numbers to the correct
height on the dial and scale. This was used only to lay
out and lightly mark the numbers. Using these marks
as a guide, the actual engraving was done manually
with a hand-engraving tool, either pushed or lightly
tapped with a small hammer.
The crank handle was machined and bent, and the
hub was soldered on. The same method was used for
the dial hand.

4. Fabrication
Box: The three-sided box was machined out of a piece
of solid brass. The method in the 17th century would
most likely have been to use several individual pieces
soldered together, or a casting. Although Hooke mentions the dial being ‘screwed’ on to the box, Towneley

Fig. 3a and 3b: Dial plate, spring plate, and dial pointer hub fixing detail. Compression of the spring plate provides friction which
prevents unwanted rotation of the screw and also gives additional end-shake protection.
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Fig. 4: Our finished replica of the Gascoigne–Towneley micrometer. Note the slot in the back of the box and the single steel peg on the cover,
which engages with it. This feature described by Towneley cannot be seen on the Hooke engraving.

There is a lack of detail in Hooke’s sketch and
description regarding the handle and the dial hand. In
our replica the handle and hand are arranged so that
the handle is keyed to the screw shaft on a square and
a smaller-diameter boss extends towards the dial spring
plate (see Fig. 3a). A cross-drilled hole and a tapered
pin, commonly used in watchmaking, is used to secure
the handle (Fig. 3b) and also the sliding pin (Fig. 4).
This smaller diameter cylindrical section is where the
hand is located. The inside of the hand hub is slightly
smaller in diameter than the boss on the handle and is
split to permit it to rotate with friction on the handle
boss. This allows setting zero on the dial when the
pointers touch.

17th century was likely different, but similar in appearance and strength.
Screw accuracy: It is natural to wonder how accurate screws of this period were. Up to the time of
Gascoigne’s micrometer, there was no need for accuracy in screws as they were primarily used as fasteners.
So how accurate were the Gascoigne and Towneley
screws?
We will never know. The demand of the instrument
only requires the screw to be consistent in pitch along
its length. No other descriptions of accuracy apply,
although a watchmaker of the day would likely have
beautifully crafted the screw (and the entire instrument)
to a high standard consistent with practices dictated by
the watchmaking trade.
There are references to screw-threading by master
screw lathes as early as 1480, represented by a rough
sketch in the Mittelalterliche Hausbuch. This lathe looks as
though it was intended for wood. Not until many years
after Gascoigne’s work with micrometers were threadcutting lathes commonly available. It seems unlikely
that Gascoigne or anyone in the area would have had

Screw: Only the coarse thread of the screw, the one
that moves the pointer, is critical to the accuracy of the
micrometer. The fine-pitch thread is used only to keep
the position of the pointer pair in roughly the centre of
the field of view. It is not critical that this ‘centring’
screw section be accurately machined or exactly half
the pitch of the coarse screw. The screw was made
from carbon steel, 12L14. The iron/steel of the early
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Fig. 5: The telescope mounting method. The two steel threaded pegs riveted to the micrometer brass cover fit into oversize slots in the
square oak block, which provides the ability to adjust the position of the micrometer in the light path.

access to a screw-cutting lathe. Flamsteed mentioned to
Moore (see above) that Towneley used a screw box
(very similar to threading dies today) for cutting
threads.
It is conceivable that Gascoigne’s and Towneley’s
screws were the most accurate screws made at that
time, possibly by a significant margin. Flamsteed wrote
to Towneley on 1676 December 11: ‘I am confident
that yours [i.e. the micrometers] are much better made
than mine especially if made by Hum: Adamsons
Father, for Humphrey has not made the screws of

mine so good as I would have them and I can not at
this distance from London procure him to follow my
directions ...’ 19
Spring plate: Hooke noted ‘a small springing plate dd
on the outside, so adapted to the plate that it is not in
the least subject to shake. The other end of the screw
is, by another little screw (whose small point fills the
centre or hole made in the end of the longer screw for
this purpose) rendered so fixed and steady in the box,
that there appears not the least danger of shaking’.

Fig. 6a (left): View of the pointers almost closed with the eyepiece removed.
Fig. 6b (right): View with the pointers open. Note the capture pin sliding in the slot.
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Fig. 7: The tube assembly. The 970 mm case of the telescope is approximately the same length as that used by Gascoigne.

Experience with our replica suggests that the end
screw is sufficient to prevent end shake and keep the
main screw aligned. After the micrometer has been
worn-in, the weight of the handle and hand is enough
to make it rotate when not desired. Probably the main
purpose of the spring plate is to add friction to prevent
this inadvertent movement.

inch, which results in the replica being able to read
3000 parts per inch.
Accuracy of components: When constructing a
device that has translating parts controlled by a screw
and nut, it is very important that all the parts be
aligned and parallel. The screw, dial plate, sliding scale
with coarse nut, and the sliding base plate with its fine
thread nut, have to be very accurately aligned with
respect to each other. Excessive misalignment will result
in binding and wear.
Alignment of these parts, while not exceedingly difficult, does require careful manufacture. One might think
that precision machines are required, but in the case
of one-off instruments the fabricator can make each
part to fit during assembly. This is how watchmakers
achieve accuracies beyond their measuring ability. The
micrometer replicas were also made in this way, which
means that the parts are not interchangeable.

Pointers, nut, and scale: In our replica micrometer
the two brass pointers have been made removable
using dovetail tabs that slip into dovetail sockets, one at
the fixed end and one in the movable nut. The pointers
are quite delicate and would probably have been
replaceable. Removable pointers are also suggested by
Hooke’s sketch of alternative bow-shaped pointers with
a stretched thread instead of Towneley’s straight edge.
Also, when designing the replica, we discovered that if
the pointer on the nut/scale assembly was fixed permanently, it was not possible to assemble the micrometer.
The movable nut is soldered to the scale, which also
functions as a guide, stabilizing the nut and pointer and
constraining it to move with only one degree of
freedom. The scale is engraved with 30 divisions per
inch and is numbered each tenth of an inch. Each
rotation of the handle moves the pointer 1/30 of an

Calibration: Calibration was simple and accurate for
Gascoigne. A surveyor’s chain or similar measuring
device can be used to measure a distance and then a
piece of that chain, or an accurate scale, can be
observed with the telescope and measured with the

Fig. 8: An eagle nest in some snags 1200 metres away
(image inverted).
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Fig. 9: The Sun’s disk, viewed through the replica telescope
and micrometer.
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micrometer. Simple trigonometry will then give the
resulting angle. Increased accuracy is obtained by
calibrating at several locations along the screw to
average out any residual errors along its length.

distance with the micrometer mounted in a telescope.
The first method used was a piece of wood with
divisions every 100 mm, which was placed on a pole at
a distance of 108.1 m. This introduced a slight error,
about 1%, because of the need to refocus on an object
closer than infinity (Flamsteed’s calibration at a
distance of 277 metres would have been essentially
perfect). With the pointers closed, the hand on the dial
was set to zero and the divisions were measured.
To calibrate at a much longer distance, a Wild T1
theodolite was used to measure the angular separation
on several objects 600 metres distant and the results
averaged. This particular telescope–micrometer system
was calibrated to 1.73 arc seconds per dial division.
The pointers were always moved from the open
position towards a closed position, which removes
backlash in the system.
Figure 8 is an image of an eagle’s nest through the
eyepiece of the replica telescope with the micrometer
pointers across the field of view. The image shows offaxis colour, but the image in the centre is quite good.
Figure 9 is an image of the Sun through some clouds.
The micrometer recorded the separation of the
pointers as 1140 divisions, resulting in an angular
diameter of 1955″, which closely agrees with the true
value of 1948″ on that date.

Tube assembly: There is little information to indicate
the design of Gascoigne’s telescope tube assembly.
Typical of that period were small round tubes,
probably paper covered with vellum, and squaresection tubes of wood construction as shown in Hooke’s
drawing (Fig. 1). For building a telescope to test our
replica micrometer we chose the latter form: a small
square-section wooden tube, a wood plate to hold the
objective, and a wooden plate and block to hold the
brass tube housing the micrometer.
Gascoigne used a Keplerian telescope with a planoconvex objective and a biconvex eyepiece. Although
surviving correspondence does not reveal the dimensions or properties of his own lenses, a reasonable
approximation can be inferred from the advice he gave
in a letter of 1641 January 25 to William Crabtree,
who was hoping to build a similar telescope.20 The
eyepiece should be about two inches (50 mm) in diameter, 0.3 inches (7.6 mm) thick, and – based on the type
of glass he was using – would have a focal length of
about 2.6 inches (66 mm).
Based on his observation of 1640 December 24,
reported in the same letter, his objective (of unspecified
diameter) had a focal length of 44.95 inches (1.14 m).21
Assuming that both lenses were possibly stopped down
to one inch (25 mm), this would have resulted in a
system of about ƒ/45 and a magnification of ×17.28.
We obtained surplus commercial lenses for our
replica. The objective used was 30 mm diameter and
1000 mm focal length and was stopped down to 25 mm
by the cell. The eyepiece was 42 mm diameter with a
focal length of 60 mm. This resulted in the replica telescope being ƒ/39.37 with a magnification of ×16.68.
The method of mounting the micrometer was
similar to the Hooke diagram in that the micrometer
was mounted on a wooden block in which a brass tube
was fixed. This brass tube was slotted to accept the two
pointers protruding from the box of the micrometer.
The eye lens was mounted in a turned wooden holder,
which was friction-fitted to the brass tube.
The engagement of this turned eyepiece was used
to set the focus of the eye lens with the micrometer
pointers. The pointers were focused against the objective by sliding the brass tube in and out of the wood
tailpiece. The brass tube could also be rotated to align
the pointers as desired for observing.

6. Significance in astronomical history
There is a temptation to assume that Adrien Auzout
had to reinvent the telescope micrometer in 1666
because Gascoigne’s prior invention had been lost, and
that therefore the latter sadly had no significant role in
the history of astronomy. This, however, would be a
serious misreading of what happened before and
especially after Auzout’s reinvention.
Even as Auzout’s letter of 1666 December 28 was
being read out at a meeting of the Royal Society there
were murmurings from attendees such as Christopher
Wren and Robert Hooke that such a device was ‘a
thing not at all new among the English’.22
It is entirely possible that Gascoigne’s idea, which
had been communicated during his lifetime to William
Oughtred, Kenelm Digby, and others, had spread
further afield. It was certainly being fine-tuned and
utilized by Towneley. More importantly, the use to
which Gascoigne’s instrument was put after the Auzout
letter truly earned it an important, if forgotten, place in
the annals of astronomy.
In 1672 November, Flamsteed and Towneley used
the micrometer at Towneley Hall to make observations
of the parallax of Mars, which allowed them to deduce
a solar parallax of 10″ (about 14% too large).23
Flamsteed was bowled over by the capabilities of
the Gascoigne–Towneley micrometer and ensured that
one was installed at the Royal Greenwich Observatory
when he became the first Astronomer Royal. Thus, it

5. Testing and measuring
The procedure used for testing and calibrating the
replica micrometer was similar to that used by
Flamsteed, i.e. measuring objects of known size and
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11. Howse, Derek, Francis Place and the Early History of the
Greenwich Observatory (New York: 1975), plate XII, 60–61.

played a key role in collecting the invaluable data for
which the Observatory is renowned. In the autumn of
1676, Francis Place made a series of engravings showing the Greenwich instruments, and took care to depict
that very micrometer affixed to one of the telescopes.24
In the 1680s, Isaac Newton, demonstrating the
universality of his theory of gravitation in the Principia,
did so by considering the movements of Jupiter’s
satellites as revealed by successive measurements taken
by Towneley and Flamsteed with the Gascoigne–
Towneley micrometer.25
Thus, despite the early death of its original inventor
in the maelstrom of civil war, Gascoigne’s micrometer,
as developed by Richard Towneley, survived to play a
significant role in the advent of precision astronomy
and the progress of science.

12. Flamsteed, J., The Preface to John Flamsteed’s Historia
Coelestis Britannica (ed. Allan Chapman), (London: 1982),
p. 104.
13. Philosophical Transactions, 2 (1666–67), 541–4.
14. Forbes, E. G., Murdin, L, Willmoth, F. The Correspondence
of John Flamsteed, the First Astronomer Royal, 1 (Bristol:
1995), 293–7, Flamsteed to Jonas Moore, 1674 April.
15. Ibid., 187, Flamsteed to Richard Towneley, 1672/3
January 25.
16. Ibid., 138, Flamsteed to Henry Oldenburg, 1671/2
March 8.
17. Towneliani Micrometri Authoris Ipsius Descriptio; (Description
of the Townelian Micrometer by the Author Himself),
The National Archives, RGO 1/43 ff.72r–73r.
18. This illustration, which accompanied the Towneley
description, no longer survives.
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Sketching the Moon:
crater drawings by Samuel Wilfrid Russell
(1895–1965)
Louise E. Devoy
In 2013 the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, was given a set of ten
pencil drawings of lunar craters by Dr Samuel Wilfred Russell (1895–1965) and a
portrait photograph of Russell himself. Completed during the interwar period,
these drawings give us a glimpse into the skills and interests of amateur
astronomers during the first half of the twentieth century. Russell was a general
practitioner and surgeon by profession who seemingly enjoyed devoting his
powers of observation to creating these richly detailed crater drawings. This
article summarizes Russell’s life and work, and describes the conservation work on
the drawings undertaken at Greenwich.

yielding to his increasing infirmity and registering as
a resident at Linton House, the former Bromyard
Institution which had since been converted into a
residential home. He was admitted in 1963 July and
remained there until his death on 1965 August 26.9

1. A brief biography
Samuel Wilfrid Russell was born in Dublin on 1895
October 25,1 the son of a mathematics lecturer at
Trinity College Dublin. Educated in Ireland and
Germany, he became fluent in several European
languages including Russian.2 It is believed that he
served in the army during the First World War before
returning to Ireland after demobilization3 where he
enrolled at Trinity College Dublin to read medicine.
His name first appears in The Medical Register for 1923
with a registration date of 1922 July 13.4
For the following few years Russell remained in
Dublin as a lecturer at the University before coming to
England to work as a general practitioner (GP), first
in Bolton, Lancashire, and then settling in Bromyard,
Herefordshire, by 1927.5 Upon arrival in this small
country town he lived at Nunwell House before moving
a few years later to Bank House on New Road, just a
short walk away.6
From the outset, Russell became involved in local
organizations within Bromyard, especially those with a
public health function. Once a month, on a Thursday
morning, he met with the Bromyard Guardians
Committee, on which he served as Medical Officer
and Public Vaccinator. He was also responsible for
Bromyard Institution, a Workhouse in the neighbouring village of Linton, ‘a building of stone to hold 100
inmates’, which was served by a master, a chaplain,
and a medical officer (Russell).7
After his retirement in 1960,8 Russell was able to
continue living at his home for a few years before
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1.1. Russell the man
Given the plethora of obituaries published in the local
newspapers shortly after Russell’s death, it is clear that
he was a well-known local personality who made an
indelible impression on all those who met him:
Loved by some for his determination to tell his
patients the truth; considered by some to be too
blunt or even rude; admired by some for the way
in which he showed sympathy and patience to
those he felt were truly very ill; feared by some
whom he exposed to be themselves malingerers.
Nobody coming into professional, or even into
everyday contact with him could but have definite
views on Dr. Sammy. He was a character.10
During the Second World War Russell took charge of
teaching first aid in the local area and it was through
this work that he met members of the 42nd Field
Hospital of the United States Army, some of whom
remained lifelong friends.11
1.2. Russell’s Will
At his death, Russell’s estate of £58,395 (gross) was
divided among family and friends both at home and
abroad.12 Russell seemingly remained a bachelor
throughout his life, with no children mentioned in
the Will as direct beneficiaries.
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A large house and garden gave him ample space to
install several telescopes and it was from here that he
produced his beautiful drawings. On cloudy nights
when observations were impossible he reverted to his
other hobby of playing the piano, often until the early
hours of the morning.18 He resigned from the BAA
over 14 years later on 1963 August 2,19 about a month
after his admittance to Linton House.
According to the donor, Russell discussed his
drawings with Patrick Moore, but enquiries among the
biographers and executors of Moore’s estate have
yielded no evidence of such correspondence. However,
given that Moore typically received 100–200 letters a
week regarding the Moon during the 1950s, it is not
inconceivable that Russell’s letters were once part of
Moore’s papers.20
There is also the question of Russell’s interest in
astrology, which is mentioned both by the original
donor and in one of the newspaper biographies.21 No
additional material relating to Russell’s assumed
interest in astrology has come to light; it is possible that
this association may simply have been an error caused
by the newspaper journalist’s own confusion between
astronomy and astrology. Given his enquiring and
rigorous scientific mind, combined with a forthright
and blunt character, Russell seems to be an unlikely
person to have taken much interest in the subject,
apart from an antiquarian interest within the wider
context of the history of astronomy. Enquiries made
with the donor were unable to shed any further light
on this issue.22

Fig. 1: Dr Samuel Wilfrid Russell pictured sometime in the 1950s.
(National Maritime Museum, ZBA5780).

No telescopes or observatory items are mentioned
in the Will, although any such items may have been
sold at the onset of Russell’s declining health.13 His
books were sold to his friend Dr Harry Pitt, a history
lecturer at Worcester College Oxford,14 who subsequently bequeathed his books to the College library.
However, only part of Pitt’s collection was acquired by
the College, with the remaining items sold off. Given
that no astronomy books associated with Pitt exist in
the College’s collection today, we must assume that
any astronomical books he inherited from Russell were
part of the sold items.15

3. The lunar crater drawings
With no detailed information available about Russell’s
observations and equipment, we can only rely on the
drawings themselves to provide us with clues about his
astronomical endeavours. Surprisingly, Russell did not
annotate his drawings with the expected observational
data such as time, date, seeing conditions, or selenographic coordinates of the selected crater.23
To help us understand the drawings further, William
Leatherbarrow, Director of the BAA’s Lunar Section,
kindly provided this analysis of Russell’s work:
‘It is difficult to be certain, but I would guess that
the drawings were made using pencil/charcoal or
pastel. They are certainly not ink. I would
imagine that Russell made rough drafts at the
telescope and then a fair copy later indoors.
Judging by the amount of detail recorded, he was
using a decent sized amateur telescope (I would
guess a reflector between 200 mm to 300 mm
aperture). He shows the small craterlets on the
floor of Plato quite clearly, and these can be
elusive. The drawings are highly competent, and
he was clearly a careful observer. He would have
tried to complete the rough draft at the telescope

2. Russell the amateur astronomer
Little is known about the emergence of Russell’s
interest in astronomy – whether it stemmed from his
childhood or an episode during his early career – but
our first formal evidence of his hobby comes from the
records of the British Astronomical Association (BAA),
which show that Russell was elected a member on
1949 May 25.
Russell’s membership seems to have been rather
passive, given that he did not submit any articles to the
Journal,16 nor is he listed as an active member in any
particular section, even the lunar section.17 Nonetheless, his country practice and rural location gave him
the leisure time and dark skies to indulge in his passion
for astronomy.
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within half an hour or so – otherwise, the shadow
lengths change with changes in the angle of
incident solar illumination. He could then take as
long as he wanted to make the final version.’ 24
With this overview of Russell’s likely method of
working, we can now take a closer look at his drawings
and assess his work in comparison with well-known
lunar observers such as Peter T. Wlasuk whose book
Observing the Moon forms the basis of the following
discussion.25

Percy Wilkins and Patrick Moore as ‘a striking telescopic object under a low sun’,26 this crater would have
required many hours of study by Russell. The resulting
drawing clearly shows the terraced walls, triangular
central peaks and the long rille (sinuous depression)
extending away from the crater walls.
Plato

Archimedes

Fig. 4: Plato. (National Maritime Museum ZBA5772)

The long finger-like shadows in this drawing (Fig. 4)
indicate that Russell observed Plato as the sun rose
over the eastern mountains along the rim of this 100km crater. The presence of the smaller craterlets in the
interior suggests that Russell was using a high telescopic power in good seeing conditions.

Fig. 2: Archimedes. (National Maritime Museum ZBA5770)

Here (Fig. 2) we can see the terraced walls and smooth,
mirror-like appearance of the crater floor with shadows
cast by the western walls. Russell has also captured the
smaller crater of Archimedes A in the top-right section
and an isolated mountain mass in the top left.

Tycho

Eratosthenes

Fig. 5: Tycho. (National Maritime Museum ZBA5773)

Clearly visible to the naked eye at full Moon, this impressive 90-km-diameter crater was sketched by Russell
shortly before it was fully illuminated by the Sun (Fig.
5). Shadows generated by the mountains on the eastern
rim are just still visible, while the eye is drawn to the
central mountain peaks. The irregular sections in the
crater walls and series of undulating features on the
crater floor are the remnants of landslides.

Fig. 3: Eratosthenes. (National Maritime Museum ZBA5771)

This impressive 61-km-diameter crater has a wealth of
detail, which Russell has successfully captured on
paper (Fig. 3). Described by the lunar observers Hugh
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Theophilus
The large cluster of central mountains has created
dramatic shadows in Russell’s drawing (Fig. 6), with
smaller craterlets depicted on the crater floor. The
western walls, shown here in shadow, have become
terraced after multiple landslides.

Fig. 7 (above): Arzachel. (National Maritime Museum ZBA5775)
Fig. 8 (below): Gassendi. (National Maritime Museum ZBA5776)

Fig. 6: Theophilus. (National Maritime Museum ZBA5774)

Arzachel
Drawn as the Sun rose over the eastern mountains, this
sketch (Fig. 7) shows the shadows cast by the central
rugged mountain peaks, complete with smaller
craterlets across the crater floor. Russell has also
captured the faint outline of the rille which extends
along the shadow line.
Gassendi
Given the complexity of its features, Russell must have
spent a great deal of time in capturing the detail in this
sketch (Fig. 8). The crater is surrounded by a jagged
wall, while the floor is criss-crossed by rilles, craterlets,
and irregular mountains. Wlasuk advises sketching the
rilles when the Moon is 11 days old, commenting that
‘mapping these rilles is great sport, and a good way of
testing your skills as an observer and artist’.27 Russell
has clearly demonstrated his skills here, both within
and beyond the crater’s walls.
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Albategnius
This crater (Fig. 9) is best observed at first quarter.
Wlasuk comments that the craterlets in the interior are
generally visible in telescopes with an aperture of
250 mm (10 inches) or above,28 which corroborates
Leatherbarrow’s assumptions about Russell’s equipment mentioned earlier.

Fig. 10 (above): Vitello (National Maritime Museum ZBA5778)
Fig. 11 (below): Cleomedes. (National Maritime Museum ZBA5779)

Fig. 9: Albategnius. (National Maritime Museum ZBA5777)

Vitello
Wlasuk does not describe detailed observations of
Vitello (Fig. 10), which suggests that it is an unusual
choice for Russell, unless he was particularly interested
in capturing the external long rille which snakes along
the eastern rim. Russell has also focused his attention
on the thick walls and triangular central peak.
Cleomedes
This elongated walled plain has many different features,
some of which are visible only at certain illuminations;
hence we may presume that Russell built up this sketch
(Fig. 11) over several nights to complete the details.
The complete set of drawings can be viewed on the
Royal Museums Greenwich collections website. Search
for ‘Samuel Wilfrid Russell’ or use the individual object
reference numbers (ZBA5770, ZBA5771, etc.):
http://collections.rmg.co.uk/
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Preserving the drawings for future study
Agathe Daronnat
Upon arrival at the paper conservation studio of
Royal Museums Greenwich, Russell’s drawings
were assessed by conservators in terms of long-term
storage and potential display. Unfortunately, the
objects showed signs of deterioration, as the poorquality mounting and mould growth on the paper
rendered them unavailable for immediate use. It
was clear that remedial work was necessary to
stabilize and conserve the drawings for future use.
In this section I will explain how our identification of the materials used by Russell gave us
an insight into the type of artists’ materials he
used and, by inference, other amateur astronomers
of the period. I will then outline the treatment
applied to the drawings to lessen the effects of
ageing and then finally I will provide some advice
on how best to preserve astronomical drawings for
future generations.

about its manufacture: its smooth surface suggests
that the paper had been subjected to surface
treatment, such as hot pressing, at the end of the
papermaking process. This surface treatment could
also partially explain the response of the paper to
changes in environmental conditions. In fact, even
over the relatively short duration of the treatment,
we observed a tendency of the drawings to distort
easily in response to variations in relative humidity
within the conservation studio. The exposure to high
temperatures at the end of its production may have
had an impact on the hygroscopicity of the material.
A.2. The medium
All the drawings were completed using graphite
pencil. Graphite is characterized by its metallic
sheen and grey-to-black tones, which can vary
depending on factors such as hardness and composition of the lead, or the application of the medium
to the paper.
Graphite pencil is a very precise medium, which
allows the artist to capture very fine details. It is
therefore not surprising that Russell chose this
technique to capture the detailed lunar features.
Moreover, graphite does not necessarily have to be
used in one sitting – such as ink or watercolour
might. This property of the medium allowed Russell
to make his initial drawing at the telescope and
rework the details later, a sequence of events that
corroborates with Leatherbarrow’s analysis of
Russell’s technique.
Despite its powdery nature – graphite leads do
not contain any liquid carrier – graphite pencil
tends to create fairly stable drawings. It is in fact
composed of carbon, which is very stable to light,
and bonds well with paper. Therefore, despite poor
storage conditions, all the drawings have kept their
subtle tone and shades over the years.

A. Materials and technique of Russell’s
drawings
An important component of the conservation
process is the identification of the materials and
techniques used to create the object. The information thus gathered guides the conservator in the
choice of appropriate treatments. Additionally,
examination provides useful information on the
choice and availability of materials used by the
amateur artist.
A.1. The paper
The paper used by Russell for his drawings does not
appear to be specialist artists’ material. It is an
ordinary machine-made wove paper of medium
thickness with a smooth surface, which had
probably been produced at the same period as the
drawings. Its present beige colour is likely due to the
ageing of an average quality woodpulp-based
paper. In fact, since 1870, wood has been the main
material used for papermaking, replacing cotton.
Papers produced with wood pulp over the first half
of the twentieth century tend to be acidic and
deteriorate more quickly.
No watermark could be observed on any of the
drawings. It was therefore not possible to identify
precisely where the paper used by Russell had been
produced. However, its appearance gave us clues
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A.3. The original mounting
Every drawing had been individually attached to
made-to-measure glass plates using gummed paper
tape all around the edges, as a makeshift framing
solution. This ‘framing’ was most probably done by
Russell himself as a simple form of protection and
storage to prevent smudging. There is no evidence
that these drawings were once displayed; they were
discovered in Russell’s attic shortly after his death. ►
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The nature of the tape used – a thin translucent
gummed paper tape – suggests that the drawings
had probably been mounted shortly after they were
produced. When the objects reached the Museum’s
conservation studio, nine were still attached to their
original mounts. However, most of them were partially detached as the adhesive had dried, while the
surrounding tape had become brittle through age.

Despite the presence of old water stains on most
of the drawings, we decided not to wash the whole
series. In most cases, the stains mainly affected the
margins and only had a moderate impact on the
perception of the pictures.
The drawing of Cleomedes (Fig. 11, ZBA 5778)
was unusual in that its paper support was more discoloured and the water stains were particularly
disfiguring. As a consequence, this drawing was
subjected to aqueous washing on wet blotters to
reduce these effects. During this treatment, large
areas, mainly on the drawn part of the object,
absorbed water less quickly the margins, which
suggests that a fixative of some sort could have been
applied on the graphite to protect the drawing.
The tears and weak areas were consolidated
with materials commonly used in paper conservation
and the objects were pressed before museum-quality
boards were applied to create suitable mounts for
storage.

B. Condition of the drawings and aims
of the conservation treatment
The drawings have been affected by various types
of damage, the most obvious being the cracked and
broken glass plates. Dark brown tidelines and grey
stains were also present on most of the drawings.
The light-brown stains with darker edges were
identified as water damage, while the greyish stains
indicated mould growth between the paper and the
glass.
Fortunately, the medium had not been affected
by micro-organisms but the presence of mould
constituted a potential source of further degradation
of the paper – making it porous and weaker – and
posed a health hazard for users. Finally, the
drawings presented other signs of deterioration such
as small tears, local skinning of the paper, and
inappropriate repairs completed with modern
pressure-sensitive tape.

D. Simple steps to preserve
astronomical drawings today
Paper is an organic material mainly composed of
cellulose. Both internal and external factors take
part in its degradation. Although it can be difficult
for a non-conservator to intervene on the internal
factors of degradation, simple measures can be
taken to limit the impact of the external ones.
The possible use of a fixative on the graphite
and the original mounting under glass plates show
Russell’s desire to preserve and protect these
objects. However, despite all his care the drawings
were damaged due to poor storage conditions. The
choice of storage materials is especially important.
Russell’s drawings were previously stored in an
attic, in a wooden box which may have contributed
to their degradation, particularly the yellowing of
paper.
Folders and boxes made of acid-free paper or
cardboard are a cheap and more effective way of
protecting paper-based objects from dust, light, and
off-gassing of poor-quality materials. The storage
environment should be stable, with moderate
temperature and low humidity levels. This way the
paper will be less vulnerable to mould development,
planar distortions, humidity-induced oxidation of
cellulose, etc. To avoid damaging the support, one
should not use tape or glue to repair tears. It is safer
to ask a conservator for advice on the most appropriate methods and materials.

C. Conservation treatment
The primary focus of the conservation treatment
was to stabilize the drawings with minimum
intervention so as to maintain the original integrity.
The first step was the removal of the drawings from
their poor-quality glass plate mounts for surface
cleaning. After being detached from their glass
plates, the drawings were immediately isolated in
polyester sleeves to avoid spreading the spores in
the air and contaminating other objects.
Each drawing was treated individually in a fume
cupboard while the spores were carefully brushed off
and the whole surface was vacuumed, except from
the more delicate drawing area. Finally, a solution
of water and alcohol was applied locally to further
‘deactivate’ any spores still present in the paper.
The second step of the treatment was to remove
the strips of tape still present on the back of the
objects which was causing distortions in the paper.
Thankfully the tape had a water-soluble adhesive
which could be easily softened and removed with a
water-based gel.
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